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HAVE RECEIVED up to this
time <November 11) reports from 23 of
the 44 associations for the year ending
September 30. It will likely be some time
before all of the reports reach our office.
It occurred to us that you might be inBaptisms

Cooperative Program
Gifts

$ 952,786.00
1,024,320.00

1957 --------- 6,811
1958 ----------- 7,366

terested in the trend of our work for this
year as indicated by these reports. Keep
in mind that the following figures represent reports from only 23 of our associations. A comparison of the achievements of the same associations for the
years of 1957 and 1958 are as follows:
Total Mission
Gifts

Total Gifts

$1,446,714.00
1,504,440.00

$8,498,076.00
8,279,854.00

71,534,00•
5'1,726.00"
• Represents an increase in 1958 over 1957
** Represents a decrease in 1958 from 1957

555*

These fil{ures are both interesting and
revealing. bnly in one instance. do they
denote a decrease this year. That is in
the matter of total gifts. The $218,222
represents a little less than 3'% decrease
in gifts for all purposes in 1958.
On the other hand, an increase was experienced in every other area. The 555
increase in baptisms represents about an
8% gain. Gifts to missions through the
Cooperative Program were up 7 Y2% over
last year or more than $'71,000. Gifts to
all missions were up four per cent over
1957. We would think the increase 'in
missions indicates a healthy trend in the
giving of our churches. About 12 per cent
of the total gifts of our churches was
directed to Cooperative missions.
You w111 also be interested in knowing
that we have received about $50,000 more
for Cooperative giving this year than
last year at this time. This represents
a little more than a 4% increase in our
giving for 1958. The $1,205,000 of Cooperative Program contributions for
world missions received to date has been
done by 1,032 of our churches.
As of now there are 11 of our churches
which have had no part in world missions through the Cooperative Program.
We are hoping and praying that each
and every one of these churches Will
make an effort to have a part in our effort at world redemption before the close
of 1958. God's multiplied blessings upon
us should serve as an added incentive to
further dedicate ourselves to preach the
gospel to every creature. --8. A. Whitlow,
Executive Secretary.

Cu'ban Missionary Dies
J. MANUEL MILLAN, Southern Baptist home missionary in Cuba for 19
years, died of a heart attack Oct. 26.
Millan, 54, served more than ten years
as pastor in San Cristobal, Pinar del
Rio Province. Millan's death was the
second death among workers in Cuba
since 1952. •
Pa1e Two
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Jesus Had a Program
And So Do Baptists

No

'

CHRISTIAN life is abundant
without compassion, prayer, service, and
sharing. The New Testament makes
much of these doctrines, and this makes
each one a Christian grace.
Surely every Christian knows and
feels the need of prayer. Likewise,
every Christian knows and feels the
need of real compassion. Every Christian also knows that service to God
means ministering to fallen humanity.
Then every Christian knows that sharing material possessions through the
church results in spirtual stature for
the giver, and blessings for benighted
souls. Therefore Baptists believe in all
of these doctrines.
But in many instances the grace of
giving is passed over and neglected as
a touchy subject. In some instances
this grace is avoided entirely. Some
churches have an unwritten law that
the Pastor must not say a n y t h i n g
about the stewardship of sharing material possessions until the annual
budget-making time. Then his remarks must be aimed at raising money
so that the church services can be
maintained.
This is asking the pastor to lead in
an impossible program - that of getting generous gifts from reluctant, stingy, stubborn souls. No wonder that
we have so many church members who
are pagan in their stewardship outlook
and utterly opposed to any plan or program that will present the Bible plan
of giving.
The above approach to stewardship
is wrong, because it is contrary to the
t!lachings of Jesus. He tried to enlighten the understanding, challenge
the mind, reach the .heart, quicken·· the

conscience, and point out opportunities
of service.
To do all of this, Jesus had a program. That program included some
fundamental teachings. That program
also included what is known as four
great withdrawals. On these occasions,
Jesus took his disciples outside the territory pf Herod, Antipas. Some think
that he made these witharawals -in or;..
der to avoid conflicts with those in
civil authority and some believe that
he was trying to get the disciples to
see that he was not a political mes..
siah, but the spiritual Messiah. But the
fact remains - Jesus had a program
- and that program included teaching and preaching on giving.
Baptists believe in and promote programs. But we do not believe in promoting programs for the sake of programs. We believe that programs are
only means to an end. With this fundamental belief in mind and because of
the tremendous need for more Bible
teaching on the steward~h_ip of giving,
Baptists are promoting the Forward Program of Church Finance.
We have had the privilege of working with and visiting many churches
that are using the program this fall,
and in every church that is following
the program, there is an air of vic~
tory. If your chUrch is not using the
Forward Program of Church Finance
this year, we suggest that the leaders
visit a church which is completing •the
plan, and learn, .f irst hand, the results.
Remember! God has never failed to
bless his people when they are willing
to attempt a hard job for him.
This plan is producing more results
in a shorter time, than any approach
yet made by Baptists. This is true pe:.. ·
cause it is a Bible-centered program in
the hands of dedicated people - that
is the reason why more and more
churches are using the Forward Program of Church Finance. - Ralph
Douglas, Associate Secretar~

Church Business Course
Added by Southwestern
F<f'RT WORTH - A course in church
business administration will be offered
by the School of Religious Education ji,t
Southwestern Seminary next year during the second semester of summer
school, June 22-July 17.
Dr. Lee McCoy, professor of educatim\ administration and adult education, will teach the course. Dean Joe
Davis Heacock said it will 1especially
benefit church business admm'istrators
and pastors who desire a better understanding of the proble.,ms and techniques of directing the chUl"ch's aaministrative functions. •
ARKANSAS BAPTIST

THE COVER story next week will
feattire Southern Baptist College,
. Walnut Ridge,
In this feature the editor will
share 'with his readers a series of
photographs he made during Religious Emphasis Week, Nov. 3-7.
Although this junior college is not
officially an institution at the Arkansas Baptist State Convention, it
is Baptist and receives part of its
· support through the Cooperative
Program. Approximately 30 percent of the Baptist. pastors now
serving in Arkansas are reported to
be alumni of tne college.

was while serving a 12-year tenure as
pastor at Searcy that he served his editorsqip with Arkan~as Baptist.
EX-EDITOR COSSEY
Denominational positions he has held
Going St1·ong at 70
include membership on the Arkansas
State Convention Executive Board; the
Former Editor Cossey
Convention's Honor Debt Board; CenBegins New Work
tral College board of trustees; and
J. I. COSSEY, who served as editor membership on the Hospital Commis:>f &:kansas Baptist without pay for . sion of the Southern Baptist Convenseven crucial years of Arkansas Hap- tion.
Gist history, is still going strong at the
age of three score years and ten.
Recently Mr. Cossey gave up the _Convention $250,000
pastorate of College City Church, on the Shy of 1958 Coal
campus of Southern Baptist College,
NASHVILLE -<BP)- As of Nov. 1,
Walnut Ridge, to devote .full time as a
Ueld representative of Southern. He will the Southern Baptist Convention was
solicit contributions for ·the Student Aid about $250,000 shy of its operating and
li'und which he established some time capital needs budget ' for 1958 of $13
go and will counsel with students in- million.
Treasurer Porter Routh reported that
erested in attending Southern College.
Since 1947 this beloved leader has $1,236,317 in Cooperative Program
ferved the college as instructor, counse- funds came in durlpg October.
fOr, missions director, newspaper ediThe October receipts from states in
;or, and, in the role Public Relations the Southern Baptist C o n v e n t i o n
Director J. T. Midkiff described as his brought the 10-month Cooperative Pro!'greatest capacity"- the role of friend gram total to $12,753,864.
~ all, students and faculty members
During October, the Convention also
ke.
received $142,168 in specially designated
A native and life-long Arkansawyer, gifts. For 1958 to date, the amount re. r. Cossey hails from Damascus, is a ceived in designated gifts amounts to
p-aduate of Ouachita College, and has $8,968,646.
·erved as pastor of a number of leadThe 10-month total of $21,722,510
ng churches of the state. He received
ills theological education at Southwest- was $1,721,929 more than had been re'rn Seminary, Ft. Worth, Tex. While ceived at Convention treasurer's office
tt Ouachita he courted and won as his here during the same period in 1957, a
ife Miss Lucille Young of Gurdon. gain of 8.61 per cent.
During October, 1958, Arkansas conhey have had three children, none of
hom survive. They have an adopted tributed $43,750 through the Cooperaon and have assisted generously young tive Program and $668 through designations for a total of $44,418. •
~eople who needed financial aid in gong to college,
DELEGATES ATTENDING the thirMr. Cossey was pastor of Sagamore
fl ill Church during and following his teenth annual convention of the Nareminary days in Ft. Worth. He was tional Sunday School Association, Des
he first educational director in Tar- Moines, Iowa, were told by Clate A.
ant County Association, Ft. Worth, Risley of Chicago, executive secretary of
vhere he promoted stewardship educa- the association, that the "greatest 'ism'
aon and unified church budgets in the in the world" is not Communism, Ro·hurches.
manism, or any cult, but "indifferenArkansas pastorates have included 1st tism." "Every person in our nation,"
,hurch, DeQueen, 1st Church, Searcy, he said, "could be contacted within one
~entral Church, Jonesboro, and the
year if each Sunday school worker
lmithvllle and New Hope churches. It would call on one prospect a week." ·
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Cover ·Story

Christ in the Hearts
Answer for All Problems
CHRIST IN the hearts of the people
is the answer for Little Rock and for
the world.
Our cover this week is a combination of two Photographs - a bi11board
in Chicago and the .business district of
Arkansas' capital city.
The gigantic billboard, featuring
Ballman's "Head of Christ" and the
Matt. 11:28 scripture reference, is located at one of Chicago's busiest intersections. It is one of 100 such billboards produced by Best Seller Publicity, Chicago, for the Chicago area. Five
hundred other such billboards are' on
display a,crqss the country.
The photo of downtown Little Rock
was made by the Arkansas State ·Publicity division. •
·
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Arkansas All Over
•
THE FRESHMAN COUNCIL of the
Baptist Student Union of Ouachita assumed duties of the Executive B. S. U.
Council for the week of Nov. 3,-8, The
following .o fficers were elected to the
council: president, Ken Reinhardt, Little Rock; vice president, Doodle Newsom, El Oorado; enlistment chairman,
Berdell Cahoon, Pine Bluff; devotional chairman, Johnny Jackson, Waldo;
secretary, Sandy Pierce, Clarksville;
treasurer, Bing Colvin, Dermott; special chairman, Judy Ray, North Little
Rock; music chairman, Ron Kelly, Hot
Springs; public'ations, Joy Taylor, Ft.
Smith; extension chairman, Hubert
Dungan, El Dorado; publicty chairman, Shirley Long, Helena; stewardship chairman, Gloria Hendrix, Ark1!.delphia.

Marianna !eglns
Educational Unit
FIRST CHURCH, Marianna, has be·
gun construction of a $127,000 educational building.
Initial constr.uction on the unit will
call for expenditure of about $93,000.
The new building, of fire-resistant
construction, will provide for four nurseries, two beginner departments, one
primary department, two junior departments, two intermediate departments
and two adult departments. The basement will be used for a kitchen, dining
room and recreation.
With completion of the unit, the
chU1'ch will be able to provide for 750
in Sunday School. •

FIRST CHURCH, Brinkley, which
•
reported an average Sunday School at•
LITTl.E HOPE Church, Oden, .Ar- tendance for last year of 245, now is
thur Beshears, pastor, has joined the ' averaging 'about 300, Pastor ' Dale Mcll§t of churches receiving the Arkansas Coy reports. The church is now in the
process of buying ataditonal property.
Baptist under the bud.g~t plan.

Pastoral Changes
NEW PASTORS in Pulaski Association include: Charles Thompson, formerly of 1st Church, Baskin, La., at
Gravel Ridge; Jl).ck Hogue, Harmony~
Capt. Roy J. Thomas, Hill Top; W. Earl
Ashley, Trinity, formerly of 1st Church,
Hunter. <CB>
OCT. 31 MARKED the closing of the
ministry of John J. McCollum at Center Hill Church, Paragould. He served
as pastor for seven
years. Mr. McCollum has accepted the
call of New Friendship Church, Para.-:gould. He
moved
with his wife and
two children, Janice
and John, to the
new field Nov. 1.
MR. McCOLLUM

JAMES HARRELL, Benton, has accepted the pastorate of Buie Church,
Central Association. Mr. Harrell is a
student in medical school and plans
to become a medical missionary.
J. BOB WOODIEL, formerly of Lulu
Church, Senath, Mo., is the new pastor of Center Hill, Paragould.
•
THE SUNDAY School of 1st
Church, Benton, ha.s reached the
standard and the officers and teachers
have voted reaching the advanced
·standard as a goal for the coming
year. <CB)
•
SOUTHWESTERN SEMINARY,• Ft.
Worth, Tex., has enrolled 131 Arkansa~
students for this semester. There are
1,928 students studying at Southwestern
from 33' states and the District of Columbia. Thirty-three foreign students
from 13 countries are also enrolled.
JOHI>l' TERRY, who has been forced
to give up the active pastorate because
of ill health, has moved back to De.,
cator, where he pastored 1st Church
for nearly three yea-rs a few years ago.
He is available for supply and .may
be secured by calling 114 Decatur, or
by calling Seibert H. Haley, 1st Church,
Decatur, Phone 17.
•
FIRST CHURCH, Bauxite, has announced plans for construction of a
mission chapel in the Midway community on the Benton-Bauxite highway.
The 35-by-75-foot brick veneer will provide educational space from nursery
through adult. The auditorium will seat
about 150. Phil J. Beach is pastor and
Jack Campbell chairman of the committee in charge of construction.
•
HIGHWAY CHURCH, North ;Little Rock, has purchased a ftve·roem
house and land east of the church:
The church recently voted to sell $50,000 in bonds for t}.le first unit of a
new educational plant.• The church, a
former mission of Immanu&l., is now
being pastQred PY Bunyan ,A.. Wallace.

e

1st CHURCH, MARIANNA: Contractor W. C. Jennings, left, studies blueprints
for a new Education bui·l ding for 1st Chureh, ~rianna, with, left to right, W. F.
Curtis, chairman of building committee; A. G. Samuel, contraotor; T. G. Willis,
chairman o_f finance committee; and Pastor J). Uorle Haire.
Pa.ge Four
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Revival Reports
THIRD CHURCH, Malvetn: Dr. Gerald Smith, Waco, Tex., formerly of
Crossett, evangelist; eight professions,
one by letter.
OZONE CHURCH, Clerk Creek Association: Paul :1!:. Wilhelm, Lamar,
evangelist; 'Mr. and Mrs. Jones, Clarksvill~. singer; S. A. Wiles, pastor; seven
bY profession, one rededication.
CENTERVILLE CHURCH, Dardanelle-RUssellville Association: Glenn
Kauffman, Russellville, evangelist;
Mrs. Hazel Worsham, singer; two by
baptism; one other conversion and
three rededications.
BLACK OAK Church, WashingtonMadison Association: Jamie Coleman,
evangelist; Carl Mitchell, song leader;
Gene Gray, soloist; 12 by profession,
seven by letter and 19 rededications.
•
NINETEEN SENIORS have been
selected to represent Ouachita Baptist
College in the 1958-59 edition of "Who's
Who in American Universities and Colleges". · The group includes Betty Rae
Allen, Hughes; Lilliam Blackmon, Arkadelphia; Gene Blagg, Little Rock;
Winnie Smith Bratcher, Flint, Mich. ;
Joyce Pannell Buckner, Bauxite;
Charles Byrd, Andalusia, Ala.; Carole
Crockett, Ft. Smith; Linda Day, Malvern; Jo Ann Blancett Graham, Little Rock; Robert Graham, Conway;
Ronald Hayworth,. Kerman, Calif.: Bill
Halbert, Little Rock; Nona Johnson,
Pine Bluff; Harris Lloyd, Mari-anna;
Robert LoWry, Arkadelphia; Katherine
Roqgers, Arkadell!lhia; Irene Sablan,
Agana, Guam; Reuben Setliff, Magnolia; Gail Taylor, Little Rock.
•
THE JUNIOR Training Union of
1st Chllrch, Lake City, has been rMognizetl in the Training Union Magazine
for September as · the only standard depattment from Arkansas in a list of
those over the Southern Baptist Con·vtntion.

Silent Classes Hold
Tri-State Meeting
MORE THAN 100 persons attended
a three-state meeting of Silent SundaY School classes In 1st Church, Lake
City, recently.
The Lake City Church was a pioneer
in work with the deaf. Attending were
representatives from Arkansas, Missouri and Tennessee.
Pastor John Basinger said, "Our
goal is to give more and more deaf the
opportunity to avail themselves of
church services."
The Lake City church is the only
one in the northeast section providing such services. • .
November 20, 1958

GRAND AVENUE CHURCH, Fort Smith, awarded Sunday School Worker's Citation to four of its Sunday School workers at a Workers' Commencement Service on Sunday morning, November 2. This makes a total of six Worker's Citations held by Sunday School workers at this church. Pictured, left to right,
above, are Mrs. K. E. Brown, Mrs. Vernon Wikstrom, Mrs. John Faulkner, Mrs.
Charles Mullins, James Chatham; and Mrs. Charles Morrow all of whom quali- ,
fied for the Worker's Citation. Other diplomas held .by workers of Grand Avenue
- .Baptist Church include 74 Worker's Diplomas, 33 Advance Diplomas and 16
Master Diplomas, all of which have been awarded in the past three yea~s at annual commencement exercises. James L. PleitZ' is pastor of this church.

r

MR. WRIGHT

stud.ent in
Ouachita College, Is
the new pastor of
Waldenburg Church.
He assumed his new
duties there on Sunday, Oct. 5. Waldenburg Church, near
Jonesboro, is in 'i'rin- •·
ity Association.

Orilintttiotill

GUM SPRINGS Church, Central
Association, ordained Willis Calhoun to
the ministl·y Oct. 26. Mr. Calhoun is
pastor of Mt. Vernon Ch1,1rch. Mem~ers of the council included: Robert
Sivils, moderatol'; Hugh owen, examination; J . W. Royal, charge; Clarence
Shell, prayer, and Floyd Pannell, sermon. (CB)
FIVE DEACONS were ordained in
the New Hope No. 2 Church, Rt. 1,
Hardy, Oct. 12. Cecil Guthrie, Black
River Associational Missionary, served as
moderator; W. H. Heard, pastor, 1st
church, Walnut Ridge, preached the ordination sermon; and J. C. Smith, pastor, 1st Church, Imboden , led the
ordination prayer. The newly ordained
deacons are: Cyrus B. Davidson, Clarence A. Coyle, Thomas D. Pursley, Ralph
Garner and Willam H. Davenport.

1st Church, Ft. Smith,
Ahead in Training
FIRST CHURCH, Ft. Smith, led all
other churches in the state in Sw1day
school training awar,ds for the first
month of the current associational
.rear.
The church has earned 571 awards
for the first month which is more than
they eatned · for a full year in 1956-57
Last year their total was 1,179.
'
The Concord Baptist Association,
which consists of 40 chW'ches in the
:Fi~.. Smith area, also leads all other
ArkansJ:~,s associations with a total of
884 awards for the month of October,
compared with the 297 awards the association earned in October 1957. Concord has set a goal 9f 5,000 Sunday
school awards for the current year. •
Soul Analysis
Those who sought to give a natural
explanation for the power that was
present in the meetings <of Biily Graham> were completely baffled. A phy'chiatrist sat through five meetings in
his attempt to analyze it. Then God
analyzed him. He too joined the thousands who had begun to live by taking
Christ as their Lori:I and Saviour-Robert 0. Ferm in Persuaded t& Live:
Conversion Stories from the Billy Graham Crusades (Fleming H. Reven Company)
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THOSE OF us who serve the Arkansas Baptist State Convention as "denominational employees" are happy for this occasion to welcome our fellow Baptists from all sections of our state to the annual meetings this
week of our Convention. We sincerely trust that your visi_t here this week
will be pleasant and, above all else, spiritually profitable.
As Executive Secretary Whitlow points out on page 2 of this issue,
there are many indications of progress in our work as Arkansas Baptists
during the past year. Despite the recession of the first half of the year,
giving through the Cooperative Ptogram is approxim~tely $71,500 ahead
of a year ago and there is good prospect of us reaching our budget goal
-by the end of the year.
What is of even greater significance, the indication is, with reports
from 23 of our 44 associations in, that we had a substantial increase in
the number of people won to Christ this year as over last yeal'.
Of course, the real test of our progress is not whether we are running
ahead of last year, but whether we are measuring up to the opportunities and responsibilities of this year. And, of course, spiritual growth and
progress of a people is not to be measured merely in tables of statistics.
We progress only as Christ lives in us and shows through our daily lives
in our homes, at our work, at play, as well as on Sunday and at church.
To the extent we "give Christ all the keys to our hearts" we will advance
as Arkansas Baptists.

1flewM,e9ttue '4 7i,~t~ile9 il''UJ.damattan
ON THURSDAY of next week Am~ricans will observe Thanksgiving

Day. Most of our business houses and offices will be closed and our highways will be crowded by the millions who will be taking advantage of the
holiday to go visiting or on excursions. Regardless of what we plan to do
at this time, we will rob ourselves if we fail to include worship and gratitude to Almighty j}od.
This is a good time to read again the first national proclamation of
Tpanksgiving, by George Washington:
"Whereas it is the duty of all nations to acknowledge the providence
of Almighty God, to obey His will, to be grateful for His benefits, and
humbly to implore His protection and favor; and whereas both Houses of
Congress have, by their joint Committee,
requested me 'to recommend to the people of the United States .a day of Public
Thanksgiving and Prayer to be observed
by acknowledging with grateful hearts
the many and signal favors-of Almighty
God, especially by affm;ding them an opportunity peaceably to establish a form
of government for their safety and happiness';
"Now, therefore, I do recommend and
assign 'nlursday, the 26th day of November next, to be devoted bY the people of
these States to the service of that great
and glorious Being, who is the Beneficent
Author of all the Good that was,
that is, or that will be; that we may then
all unite in tendering unto }Jim our sincere and humble thanks for His kind care
and protection of the people of this country, previous to their becoming a nation;
for the signal and manifold mercies, and
the favorable interpositions of His providence, in the course and conclusion of
the late war; for the great degree of
tranquility, union, and plenty, which we
have since enjoyed; for ·t he peaceable
and rational manner in which we have
been enabled to establish Constitutions
of government for our safety and happiness, and particularly the national one
now lately instituted· for the civil and
Page Six

religious liberty with which we are
blessed, and the means we have of acquiring and diffusing useful knowledge;
and, in general, for all the great and
various favors, which He has been
pleased to confer upon us.
"And, also, that we may then unite in
most humbly offering our prayers and
supplications to the great Lord and
Ruler of Nations, and beseech Him to
pardon our national and other transgressions; to enable us all, whether in
public or private stations, to perform
our several and relative duties properly
and punctually; to render our National
Government a blessing to all people, by
constantly being a government of wise,
Just, and constitutional laws, discreetly
and faithfully executed and obeyed; to
protect and guide all sovereigns and nations (especially such as have shown
kindness to us>, and to bless them with
good governments, peace and accord; to
promote the knowledge and practice of
true rellg!on and virtue, and the increasing of science, among them and us; and,
generally, to grant unto all mankind such
a degree of temporal prosperity as He
alone knows to be best. Given under my
hand at the City of New York, the third
day of October, 1789. -George washington."

Personally Speaking ..•

She Needed to Cive

ON
WHAT USED to be called Annistice Day <now Veterans' Day) the papers
carried the sad story of a father in Newark, N. J., stabbing his 12-year-old
daughter to death in an argument over
donating food for a school Thanksgiving
.
basket for the poor.
The children at school had each
been asked to bring something, and
Mildred Campbell, a sixth grader, asked
her father, 47-year-old Robert -Campbell, for a box of gelatin or a bag of
walnuts.
As the disabled head of a family on
-relief - a family including six children - the father refused. "We need
it more than they do," he said.
In the argument that ensued, the
father is reported to have plunged a
paring knife into the chest of the little
girl, kllling her instantly.
The fact that the father was an epileptic and unemployable adds to the
pathos.
Despite .the fact she was from a relief family, Mildred had felt the necessity of giving something. It may be
she could not stand the embarrassment
of being one, perhaps the only one in
her class, who would give nothing.
Or she may have had the higher motive of a Christian, desiring out of her
love and concern for those even no
less fortuQate than herself and her
family; to share what she had. In that
case she must have been a kindred si'>irit with those Christians of another age
of whom it was said: " . . . in-- a .great
trial of affliction the abundance of
their joy and their deep poverty apounded unto the riches of their liberality.
For to their power . . . and beyond their
power they were willing of themselves;
praying us with much intreaty that we
would receive the gift; and take upon
us the fellowship of the ministering to
the saints."
The one who withholds all for self
will surely become stagnant if not bitter. · But the one who, out of love,
even though the personal need be great,
gives, is not likely ever to be either
stagnant or bitter or miserable.
Yes, Mildred. needed to give. She
needed to give more than she needed a
new dress or new shoes or better balanced meals. For Mildred was a human being.
There is nothing now we can do for
Mildred. But Arkansas Baptists -each
year at this time have a wonderful opportunity to give for their own needy
ch1ldren, the children we are giving a
home at Bottoms Baptist Orphanage.
They are looking to us for food, clothing, shelter, equcation and religious
guidance.
You can give to them
·through your own local church. And we
need to give, for our own spiritual welfare, even more than these chifdren need
our help. -ELM
ARKANSA,,S BAPTIST
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Paper Blasts New Pope

THE WHITE-SMOKE, black-smoke,
"cloak and dagger" proceedings at the recent papal elections
"tended to spread the circus atm.':>s·phere over the Whole of Christianity."
So charged an editorial in the Chlll'ch
of England newspaper, an unofficial
journal widely circulated among the
Anglican clergy. Charging that new
Pope John XXIII is "on the verge of
decrepitude" and "an. old man long,
past the reasonable age of retirement,"
the paper swung hard at the "cloak
and dagger i·omanticism" of the papal
balloting.
·
~to-smoke,

November 20.
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Won't Tax Private Schools

Pushes Yoga for Masses

HEAVY VOTING by Californians
Nov. 4 defeated Proposition 16, an attempt to tax private schools in the
Golden State. If the legislation had
passed, California would have become
the first state of the "ijnion to impose
a tax on non-public schools. The defeat of the bill has been heralded as a
successful block to irreligious groups
who seek to destroy America's dual system of education.

YOGA, ONCE practised only by Hindu men, is being promoted on a large
scale for the masses of India with the
reported endorsement of Prime Minister Nehru, President Prasad and other
government leaders.
Although basicallY yoga is only a system of PhYsicaL culture, its origins are
traced in India to a conversation between Lord Brahma, god of creation,
and Lord Shiva, god of destruction, in
whieh Shiva presented yoga as a means
of escape from life's physical pains and
mental distresses.
Nehru, who reportedly practises sirshasana (standing -on his head with
feet Pc;>inted straight up), has joined
other governmental leaders in urging
the widespread use of yoga for "the prevention of disease and for both mental
and physical health.

Leaves Millions to Charity

LOS ANGELES - Mrs. Carrie Estelle Doheny, widow of oilman and
Catholic lay. leader Edward L. Doheny,
has left the bulk of .her $25,000,000
estate to charity. Most of the $15 million-plus earmarked for charity by the
83-year-old society and civic lead.er will
go to Catholic institutions.
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LeHers to the Editor

THE PEOPLE SPEAK

Interpreter's Bible
Dear Mr. McDonald:
YOUR :;:iTATEMENT in the October
23rd issue, "Southern Baptist scholars
Bapti~t
were represented among the scholars
who jointly produced both the Revised
9cnized in the
1840~
Standard Version of th.e Bible and
the new commentary, Interpreter's Biconfisea+ed
ble. This is not to say that either is
byfhe Uhion
dwrtn
perfect, but neither is our beloved King
James Version, which was the work
+he
Wor
bed·ween
the
.............~.........
completelY of scholars of the Church
of England," seems to i,nfer that the
in
Interpreter's Bible is a reliable commentary that you would recommend to
'inqlth·e .s oldiers ·b\lt
the refl,ders of the Arkansas Baptist.· ••
If you will investigate this Inter.th:e <3round ~n
preter's Bible you will find the words
"mytn," "legend," "folklore," constantly used in qescribing stories from the
Old Testament. ·
Th~ following is an example of the
awful apostacy from and hatred of
God's Holy, Infallible Word, the Bible:
On the fall of man: Vol. I, page 501,
"Thi! story in this chapter <Genesis -,
3) qf man's disobedience to God's commaRd and his expulsion from the garden to a life of toil is dependent upon
an ancient myth which J <one of the
un\mown compilers of Genesis) drasticttllY revised. A fragment of this
myth is now preserved in verse 22."
Concerning salvation by blood: Volm;ne I, page 917, "From the earliest recO:fdS of primitive sacrifice man has
been obsessed by the efficacy of innocent blood to save from disaster. Both
the Roman Catholic and the Protestant
churches have perpetuated this primitive tradition in all th~ir ritual, in their
hymns and sacred books. Realistically,
shed blood is horrible beyond words..."
On the resurrection of Christ: Vel. ume VII, page 914, "But Jesus breaks
out of every man-made tomb. Now and sugar-coated pills, to be swallowed son, we miss the melody of harmony
then on the bulletin boards of post- whole, IntertJreter's Bible, on the whole, ·and chords. There are no chords in
offices we see pictured the face of a is a 'Valuable addition to the field of unison, neither is there art. A oneman who has escaped from the jail 1 Bible literature, we believe, And not fingered pianist would not be very popwith this warning, 'Dangerous man at every one who fails to agree with you ular. Even a room with one color loses
large:' That is, in very truth, the mes- or me oq the interpretation of the Scrip- its appeal. Nature has prepared color
sage of the resurrection. The most tures is out to "Stalinize and Sovietize and harmony in much of its handiwork . . .
dangerous Man in the World is at America .••" -ELM
It is so true that there is only one
large, Jesus Chri.st has broken jail."
correct answer to a problem, but tbere
Can the Southern Baptist Book Acc:Qrd, Not Unison
may be ways of finding it. Long diStores still promote and sell this bias- Dear Editor:
vision; sbort division. There is harphemous commentary when they know
I
I believe I have discovered another mony in finding the answer. -C. ·:a,.
this is the very same crowd that would
Stalinize and Sovietize America, is the great rea,son why Baptists are going Cantrell.
same crowd that is back of the Re- forward. They are not in unison.
vised Standard (per) Version of the Bi- They are in accord. This confirms Religious Emphasis Week
ble, is the very same crowd with which with what the Bible says concerning Dear Editor:
thousands of professing Fundamental- the early church: "With one accord"
LET ME thank you again for helpists fellowship in the apostate Presby- Acts 2:~6.
ing us in our ' week at Southern BapDr. Cecil Sutley of Ouachita Col- tist Coliege, I felt that it was our ·best
terian Church U. S. A.; the Northern
Baptist Convention, etc. Gordon lege once said: "If a man and his wife week that we have he.d. The students
are in unison, one is doing the think- were very expressive in their words of
Thomas, El Dorado
COMMENTARIES on the Scriptures, ing fer the other."
appreciation for what you did to ·help
When a group of people sing in uni- them.-Tom J. Logue
as other works of men, are not, like

Dardanelle

Chur:ch,or-
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Pett~g
Problem

Of Today's
Teenagers
Purity is reverence for the mystery
of creation.
That's the way a preacher said it.
Here's the way a teen-ager said it.
"It all started with kissing games in
grade school, and kissing the boy I
was 'going with' each week, which was
the fad. Then when I started having
car dates a goodnight kiss wasn•t anything, and I had smooching sessions
with each boy I dated. This was considered the thing to do with the popular kids at school, and I thought it
was a big ball. But as time went on
this wasn't enough either, and I began
to go further and further. However,
having been reared in a Christian
home, and in the church, I was shaken to the core one night when I almost went all the way with a boy .I
didn't care a thing about. Afterwards I
realized that this was . the inevitable
outcome for all the courting I had been
doing for a long time."
You as a teen-ager have quite a responsib111ty when it comes to date de·cisions. You have more freedom of
choice than the youth of manY other
countries, and also more freedom than
ever before was true in America.
Your eurfew may seem eal'lY to 1QU,
but it's probably far later than any
that your grandparents ever knew. They
dated less and knew nothing of the
privacy you perhaps take for graRted~he privacy of the parked car.
Or the privacy of the drive-in theater.
What you decide to do with this dating responsibility will possibly have
mote impact on your future than any
other decision you will make. You see,
your dati:Q.g standards are the foundation for your home.
Actually you have two standards to
choose from. One is the Bible standard
which teaches that purity is the foundation for the finest type Christian
home.
The other standard says for you to
do whatever comes naturally.
The statement of a well-known actress represents this lower standard:
"Sex is a perfectly natural feeling, and
rm for doing what comes naturally."
This rather crudely states what so
much of America is practicing. Whether we like to admit it . or not, today's
standard is, "If it makes you popular, 1f
_..o•ember 20, 1958

it gets you dates, 1f everybody's doing
it, then it'& bound to be all right."
True, right now you may not hold
this "all-the-way" attitude. But the
devil will tempt YoU to make only a
small step in the wrong direction., and
then another, and then another. His
main concern is to get you to look upon
the Bible standard as too strict to be
practical - the Bible standard which
says sex is a sacred trust and should be
guarded as such, for that special person,
that special home.
The standard of "doing-what-comesnaturally" is dangerous. It is a false
concept of how to make the best of
life. Character is not built by following the line of least resistance. Character .is strengthened every time we
master a fleeting impulse in order to
gain a lasting priz.e further dawn the
line.
·
And another thing, this "doing-what-

comes-naturally" standard is not working. Although many young Americans
have adopted the idea that too much
purity is foolishness, they have discovered the surest way to defeat their
chance for obtaining genuine happiness
is to follow this false standard. The
rising ctivorce rate is one example of
what happens when the lower standard is followed. There is a definite connection between dating standards and
strong, happy, Christian homes.
You may choose the "doing-whatcomes-naturally" standard and indulge
in petting if you wish. But you have
another choice. It is the Bible standard of personal purity.
The Bible teaches that there is something sacred about the boy-girl relationship. The Bible further teaches that
this reiationship is the foundation for
the most important institution in the
world, the Christian home. So fine and
holY and beautiful and exciting are the
possibilities of this home that, according
to the Bible, it is utter folly to
Reformation. Emphasis
treat Ugbtly the capacity for such love ·
or to mar in any waY your chances for
Needed in Modern Age
such a partnership, such a home.
NORRISTOWN, Pa. -CBP)-· ReliAnd that's what you are doing when
gion without faith came in for heavy
attack in a Reformation Day message your dating standards are not the very
here by C. Emanuel Carlson, executive highest. The "Thou shalt not's" which
<Urector of the Baptist Joint Commit- the Bible sets down along this line are
tee on Public Affairs in Washington, not to squelch fun. Not at all! The
"E;:eep thyself pure's" are God's way of
D.C.
leading
you to become a full particiCarlson spoke at the First Presbypant in a real and wonderful love that
terian Church in a community service is
in no way cheap or base. He wants
sponsored bY the Norristown Council
every
Christian couple to experience a
of Churches.
"till-death-do-us-part" lov~ that }\as
Some students of the Reformation, alwaY's been God's ideal.
Carlson said, may count it strange that
As you ch0ose where you go and what
a Baptist layman should be asked to
you
do on each date you are following
give a Reformation DaY' sermon in view
of the fact that "our Anabaptist for- one or the other of these standards.
bears were not generally well received The world on every hand says it's OK
in those decades of upheaval." How- to play around with sex. The Bible says
ever, "there are points of spiritual in- it is not.
The lower_ standard says, "lrave tun,
sight in the Reformation that need to •.
enjoy ymirself, do what comes naturalbe shared by us all."
Luther's theme, "the just shall live by ly, do what the crowd is doing." The
faith," has pertinence to the present Bible says, "Let us live cleanly as in
day, the Eapti:st leader said, because of the daylight, not in the delights of getthe curJ.Ient ter.tdency toward the in- ting drunk and of playing with sex. Let
stitutionalization of religion. "Totali- us be Christ's men from head to foot
tarianism is a part of our age . . . and and give no chances to the flesh to
. . . unfortunately institutionalized re- have its fling" (Romans 13:19-14, Phillips). -Baptist S~andard •
ligion can also become totalitarian."
"Our modern age of religious freedom rests heavily on the understand- Missouri Association
ing that the just must live by faith,"
Carlson declared. In view of the "ha- Becomes Convention
tred abroad. in our land, even to the
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. -CBP)- The
point of bombing schools, synagogues Missouri BaPtist General Association
and churches" the spiritual insight that has changed its name to Missouri Bapgave the Reformation movement mean- tist Convention, discarding the title
ing as a spiritual force must again be which the state Baptist body has borne
recaptured.
since its organization in 1834.
"Christian faith is no a subjective,
Action changing the name came at
ethereal experience of confident liv- the 124th annual session of the assoing," Carlson explained. "In Luther's ciation here.
.
experience the authority of a pretenThe convention's 1959 Cooperative
tious but disillusioning church was re- Program goal, as adopted here, is $2,placed by the authority of Christ as 600,000, to be divided 65 •per cent for
revealed 1n the Bible. The Book took state Baptist work and 35 per cent for
the place of the church as the valid work of the Southern Baptist Convencommunicating medium." •
tien. •

•
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THE BOOKSHELF
Sixteen
By S. ·L. Morgan, Sr.

(Wake Forest, N. C.)

A PASTOR 100 miles away called me
up to ask me to preach for him one
Sunday during his vacation. I was pastor of the church 35 years ago, I can
guess the motives that prompted him.
A few old fl'iends, he knew, would be
pleased, and he was sure I'd give his
people a message worth while, maybe
some nUggets of garnered Wisdom out
of my long experience.
But he knew well I'm an "old preacher," and that some of his people would
prefer to hear a younger man. For
;vouth does attract and inspire.
But I cannot doubt that the invitation was due largely to fine feeling jn
this pastor, and a conviction that the
churches owe to the discarded old minister an occasional gesture of recognition and kindness. He was sure that
the "old war horse" needs for his drooping morale the thrill now and then of
the pulpit, which in earlier days was
more than a throne to him.
'
I testify in the interest of hundreds
of old minsters, who need this thrill
even more than I, that to preach occasionally, if merely to be recognized and
used - maybe once in six months is more than a tonic: it is moralebuilding; it is life-giving; it even prolongs life.
I testify that in the 65 years since
I first 'became a pastor, life has had no
thrill, no delight, equal to that of

.

Committee Denounces
Acts of Violence
NASHVILLE -<BP)- The executive
committee of the Christian Life Commission of the Southern Baptist Convention has issued a statement denouncing acts of violence against minority groups, which are menacing life
and damaging property in Atlanta and
other American cities.
"The ·inflammatory statements and
defiant acts of certain elected public
officials have encouraged disrespect for
constitutional government and law,
and fostered a spirit of rebellion and
lawlessness,'' the committt)e decla.r ed.
"In accordance with annual statements in the -Southern Baptist Convention, compos~ng more than nine million members, the Commission ur~es
all citizens to actively oppose .lawless
acts, such as bombings, beatings, and
abuse of persons because of ra.Ce, religion, or conviction.
"Our American government rests
upon moral law. We would appeal to a,ll
churches to rigorouSlY support the law
enforcement agencies, and to lead the
communities to practice moral and spiritual principles for the creation of lawabiding and non-violent attitud~." •
Page Ten
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preaching - the thrill of representing
God and passing on his message to
men, No matter how old he is, the
true preacher longs for that thrill as
for nothing else on earth • . . To provide him that thrill now and then is
sheer kindness and mercy. Food and
money are as dross in comparison.
Believe me as one who. knows out of experience.
A college chum, one of the truest,
most dedicated men I've ever known,
who for nearly 40 years was the popular pastor of a growing city church in
New York state, forced by fa.:iling health
to retire at near 80, always in ·every
letter to me, wrote, "Preachirig and
being a shepherd to my people was life
to me. If o:nly I had something to
do I if only I could preach now and
then!''
Then he would tell of the thrill he
felt when opportunity came - a sermon, a talk, even a marriage or a funeral. Even once in some months!
Don't neglect to give the old minister
such a gesture of kindness - if only
once or twice a year. •

Social Drinking
Upheld by Churches
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. - Alcoholic
beverages are a blessing from God if
used properly, but a curse if misused,
Episcopalian Church leaders agreed here
at the 59th general convention of the
Protestant EPiscopal Church in the
United States.
A report near the close of the twoweek conclave said that moderate social drinking is in full accord with Old
and New Testament teaching,
•.
<Editor's Note: Baptists would never
vote like this.in a business session, but
many Baptists support liquor interests by voting "wet" or by sitting still
and letting the "wets" settle the elections in state and commuzl.ity elections.-ELM) •

New Radio Program
Approved by Commission
FT. WORTH - Members of Southern Baptists' Radio-TV Commission
have autho:rized production of a new
religious variety radio program and
urged the study of media needs in Latin
Amerlcp. and other foreign markets.
Aft~ li.s tening .to .a pilot tape of the
new 30-minute radio program called
"Master Control," 25 representativj:)S
from 18 states voted to launch it as
soon as it is financially and mechanically possible.
The format of "Master Control" will
dio by adapting them to religous progl·amming. •

Famous

American

Plays,

edited by Bennett A. Cerf and Van· H.
Cartmel, The Modern Library, Random
House, New York
'
Modern Library books constitute· a
miracle of quality, quantity and economy in the field of literatm·e. This
compilation of sixteen modern American plays is no exception. Included
are: "Life with Father," "The Time of
Your Life," "The Man Who Came to
Dinner," "The Little Foxes," "Om·
Town," "Having Wonderful Time,"
"The Women," "Boy Meets Girl,"
"Wa.:iting for Lefty," "Dead End," "The
Petrified Forest," "Ah, Wilderness!"
"The Front Page," "Biography," "Tbe
Green Pastures," and "They Knew What
They Wanted."
Notable

Pul~its,

Sermons from

Protestant

edited by Charles L. Wallis,
Abingdon Press, 1958, $2.95
Two Southern Baptist preaelhers Duke K. McCall, president of Southern
Seminary, Louisville, and Ralph A.
Herring, pastor of 1st Church, WinstonSalem, N. C., are among the two dozen
ministers represented in this collection.
"Equal under God," is Dr. McCall's sermon topic, and Dr. Herring's topic is
"God's Outreach."
Other contributors include Ralph W.
Sackman, Theodore Parker Ferris, John
L. Casteel, Rolland W. Schloerb, Hampton Adams, David A. MacLennan, Harold A. Bosley, J. R. Brokhoff, Clifford
Ansgar Nelson, Albert Edward Day, Gerald Kennedy, John S. Bonnell, Paul
s. Rees, John A. Redhead, Samue1.M.
Shoemaker, :Robert E. Goodrich, Jr.,
Donald MacLeod, Harold Cooke PhilUps, David H. C. Read, William Everette
Phifer, .Jr., Joseph R. Sizoo, and ·P aul
Scherer.
The Free Church through the Ages,
by Gunnar Westin, Broadman Press,
1958, $4.75 .
This "dramatic story of. struggle and
victory in the free church movement"
by one who is regarded as one of Europe's outstanding church historians,
is· translated by Virgil A. Olson.
The insistence py various groups of
individuals across the centuries since
New Testament times that each Chi-istlan congi'egation should be free to de..;
termine its own course of action is
one of the threads traced by Westin.
Another emphasis deals with the- conviction that "being a Christian involves
an individual commitment to Christ
which in turn demands an upright pattern of life."
,
Christians holding these ideas, the
author points out, "have frequently
been regarded as subversive - heretical in religion and seditious in politics."
He shows that chm·ch and civil authorities alike have taken strong measures
toward forcing these advocates ,of religous independence into conformity
with e s t a b 1i s h e d religioni. Every
preacher and every library should have
this book.
ARKANiiAS BAPTI$T

The Finger of God •tn Seeking Leaders
By CI:J,arles H. Rankin
(Southern Bapt;s~ Ms~ionarY.,
La lunta, Colo.)

"I

insti;.t.ution, or for any denominational
post. Depending more on ourselves and
less ori God makes us, not more stalwart, but starved and spiritually impoverished.
When Acting President 'J. Wash Watts
of New Orleans Baptist Theological
Seminaxy called upon the alumni for
unparallele~ prayer for a man to be
raised up to head that school, we were
reminded of the searching, searing message of the fearless prophets of old.
It must be God's choice, God's man.
There will be many upon whom we will
look with favor as a fitting choice. But
there will be only one to whom God's
finger will point and come to rest. This
will be the man.
As prospective men pass before us.
how often ·we look with discerning 11-nd

T WAS one of those :mornings when
Samuel the prophet woula have preferred a cold or some other confinement to
keep him home. As he had li>reakfast,
God spoke the orders for the daY, "Hurry
this morning, Samuel. We are going to
anoint a king for Israel."
·~But, Lord, Israel has a kil\g. You
know Saul will kill me 1f he hears about
.this; He's been on the war path a good
'<i"e~l these days, and I don't want his
futy "turned on meY
After reassurance from the Llm:l.,
Sal'l.uel's· a p p r I! h e n s i o n van,ished.
Clutching his horn of oil, the bold
prophet lilet out on a historic m~ss,ion.
The ·bristle and stir .in his step wa&
sHnH!!.l" to that ef a modern secretary
of state, v'a lise tucked unqer fl.rm, :hurrying 0ff to ano.ther hemisphere. :aut ~44 1ttJt rlt~d
in the mission of Samuel the seer there
'Waf!~Pt, rt~ s~
wa.s Q. pn.)phetic purpose.
SaVJ,u~l was pleased and .m,arvele.d at
NASHVILLE, Tenn. -<BSSB)- Besuc:n inal'lh~od i:n Jesse'!l older sons, cause tragedy knows no season, Christall aspirant kings, as they pas.sed in mas isn't always a time of joy. While
:re~w be:fcmJ. the PfQpl:).et.
Any one -bthers are celebrating "the happiest
oi' t,h~e OO\lld have l:!een ~amuel's day of the year," some families are
oflf)iae. Y~t · Gp.Q ~ept &~Y~ng, 1'The bowed down with grief.
I!OrQ. hatn not chosen this." Not unIn December Home Life, Dora Nichtil David, last and least, was. presented
£Ud· GQc;l s.aY, " .. . Ar.ise, anoint him : ols, W\dener, Ark., tells about the
Christmas when tra~edy came to their
for' this is he'' <I Samqel 16: ~:n.
When the wd.'s fin.~er noints, this home.
rs a sile~t si,.n~l to follpw tlle P.irepThe Nichols family experienced a
twli ~:n which it lead-s. In tne midst "Miracle at Cnrtstmas," acwording to
:Q!d 't:\le clq.JUQr and complexity on t.h e
t.he Hon;te Lif-e feature. Although their
~ente.mpQra;ry scene, ther!l is tbe dis.infant &on was at the point of death
1ixlct dJl.nger of losing sight of the awe- during chr~stma,s week, their prayers
s.oro_e awareness that we are .to denend of faith were heard and God brought
J.l.PPil 9oP. to call fort}l ltl»qers. W,e joy at last out of sorrow. •
must lean wholly on his ::;~irit, none
~ e~t.ernals and excellencies of men.
·~e9Qnill'\endatlons from one wpo wants
to ptish another out front Cl\_-pnot st~~tn!i California to Survey
stron~er t,han tlle s.tern ypice of the
Co,nvention Qpqration
·SJ;>Jrit.
SANTA ROSA, Calif. -<BP)- MesThere is a degree of cop1mendatioiJ.
one can give, it seems, without disre- sengers to the annual session of the
garding. the office of the Holy Spirit or Southern Baptist General Convention
running ahead of God. We are to look of California here approved a survey
after one another in fraternal love; of their convention operation by a prothis is natural and normal. The au- fessional management consultant firm~
thor has given to churches and indiThe convention also joined with the
viduals the names of available men but Los Ang!ll~s &;>5ociation of Southern
never without making it clear that it is ~tist churches and Los Angeles
a matter of prayer and deep searching Chambel· P.f Commerce to invite tbe
for them as they 1et the Spirit guide. Southern Baptist Con-vention to meet
There is a place for human instru- ~n thp,t city in 1962.
mentality in human relations. There is
The California convention elected
also a place wnere it ends; . and that
is ilil' God's domain of discretion and Charles L. McClain, pastor, Truett Medecision. We are prone to invade, and m,orial Church, Long :Beacq, .Presic;tent,
sometimes usurp, the Spirit's office of and selected· San Diego for its 1959
·
selecting and setting apart whom he session.
chooses. God has never relinquished
It adopted a 1959 budget of $953,635.
or relegatea his work of ca111ng l&ad- Of this, $800,000 will come from aners.
ticipated Cooperative Program receipts,
Such dependence u:gon God is urged 22 per cent of which will be forwarded
in seeking a man for pastor, lor an to the Southern Baptist Convention. •
November .2.0, 1958

discriminating faculty upon the fine
features which may be only external.
There is the tendency abroad to weigh
these more heavily than we ought.
We must let the Spirit of Jetovah
rnalte the choice. When we have the
full and final assurance that "This is
he," then we can also be assured
that whom God has anointed he will
strengthen, sustain, and crown with
wisdom.
Once the finger of God has come to
rest, he does not withhold it; but God
continues to point in the direction his
anointed is to walk and the direction
in which we are to walk with our Spirit-appointed leader.
Because God's finger only points and
does not push, it is entirely our choice
as to the directon we will take. •

COUNSELOR'S CORNER
By DR. R. LOFTON HUDSON
(Author of For Our Age of Anxiety,
at your Baptist Book Store.)

TV and Christianity
QUESTION: Do you th1nk watching T.V. is a sin? I was against T.V.
in our home but my husband bought
one because my children kept going visiting so that they '
could see the programs. I am against
going to p i c t J.1. r e
shows, not· because
it would hurt me,
but because of the
harm it would do
some others who follow my example. It
seems that T.V. and
QR. HUDSON
picture shows
are
very similar.
ANSWER: You are ri~:ht about the
stmilarity. In fact, many of the T.V.
movies were shown first in commercial
picture shows. But let's not throw out
tne baby with the wash. .There .are good
and bad movies, just as there are good
and bad church members, and books,
and foods, and clothes, and chemicals.
But I do not refuse to read printed
matter just because some 'books are
slush and rot.
I know that the influence of T.V.,
espec.ially in some of its advertis_ing,
ie evil. But my child may think J am
fanatical and unreasonable if I were
to .refuse to allow her to see the obviously good on T.V. It seems the better
part of wisdom to stay close to her
and teach her to decide between the
good and the bad.
Just think, seven to ten million people are hearing Billy Graham every
Saturday night over T.V. Nothing like
this has ever happened in the history
of the world. •
Pa
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Texas Baptists Adopt
Race, School Report
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. -<BP)- Texas Baptists, at their state convention
session here, adopted a resolution deploring "a.ll acts ·of violence growing
out of l'eligious intolerance or race hatred."
They also adopted recommendations
of their state Christian life commission which described the public school
system as a "bulwark" of American society and the race problem as ''primarilY a moral and spiritual problem."
Another recommendation of the
Christian life commission, 11 k e W i s e
adopted, "protested the inchision of sectarian and church-related agencies" in
community United Fund campaigns. It
urged Baptist agencies to refrain from
asking or receiving support through
these campaigns,
Observers believed the resolution and
the adoption of the recommendations
of the Christian life commission were
the "strongest stand" taken by Texas
Baptists on the matter of race.
The state Christian life commission
acknowledged that "members of Baptist churches are honestly divided on
the best course for Christians" in the
racial issue.
It said, however, there was "solid
:;>criptural ground" for rejecting force
or violence as a way to solve the problem. It also deplored "exploitation of
race hatred for gain whether religious,
political, or economic," and spoke of recent bombings of churches and schools
as the "malignant fruition of the general rejection of law and order." •

Hays Honored
In Tennessee
NASHVILLE, Tenn. -CBPN)- Congressman Brooks Hays <D., Ark.), president of the Southern Baptist Convention and author of the new Broadman
Press 'book, This World: A Christian's
Workshop, displayed bewilderment at his
bverwhelming reception recently at the
Nashville ·airport. Mrs. Hays also enjoys the· honors paid to her husband.
Taking part in the welcoming were Dr.
James L. Sullivan, executive secretarytreasw·er of the Baptist Sunday School
Board, and Ma-yor Ben West who presented a certificate· to Mr. Hays proclaiming him an honorary citizen of
Nashville.
A representative of Governor Frank
G. Clement presented papers to Mr.
Hays naming him an honovary citizen
of Tennessee.
Mrs. Hays ' shared in the tributes, receiving a bouquet of roses from the Sunday School Board. ·
The occaston was the couple's arrival
for Brooks Hays Day sponsored by. the
Board to honor the Baptist and national leader in connection with Broadman's publication of his book.
Pa1• TweiYe

A Meaningful Thanksgiving
Personal Experience in National Tradition
By C. Emanuel Carlson

(Executiw Director,
Baptist Joint Committee
on Public Affairs)
THANKSGIVING DAY can be either
a national holiday or a spiritual experience. And if we so desire, it can be
both.
"God Almighty may be specially
thanked, praised, and blessed on next
Wednesday forenoon - the text to be
appropriate and the sermon to be applicable thereto." This permission to
gi'v.e thanks was granted by the Governor of New Amsterdam in 1645. It is
probably ·the first Thanksgiving proclamation in New York's history.
"Your Reverence will please announce this matter to the congregation next Sunday so they may, have notice. On which we rely," said ·the Governor to the pastor.
Civil authorities in the new world had
begun very early "to order thanksg-ivirig"· in the colonies. The pattern was
normal, for aU the colonists came from
backgrounds in which their religious experiences were supposed to emanate
!rom government authority.
In various colonies the practice pad
started .b y orders to give thanks for a
safe crossing over the ocean, for the
new harvest, for a treaty With the Indians, or for other special divine favors to these exp'osed colonial groups.
In 1775 the Continental 'c ongress
proclaimed a special day of prayer for
all tbe colonies, thereby starting a
shift of this function to the central
government. Following the Declaration.
of Independence and the other events
which moved toward a new united nation, the Continental Congress proclaimed December 18, 1'7'17, as a
Thanksgiving Day, This may be taken
as our first national observance of the
day.
Presidents Washington and Adams
followed the above patterns and proclaimed days of prayer and thanksgiving. But Jefferson was sure that these
were violations of the Constitution and
refused to accede to such requests.
"Fasting and prayer ·are religious exercises; the enjoining of ·them an act
of discipline. Every religious society has
a right to determine for itself the
times for· these exercises and the opjects proper for them," he said in reply
to a Presbyterian clergyman.
"Civil powers alone have been given
to the President of the United States,
and no authority to direct the religious exercises of his constituents," he
continued.
·
James Madison found himseli in
difficulty because his political oppo-

nents felt he was asking for partisan•
prayers during the war, but the proclamations have become standard procedure as part of the American culture.
Therein lies both a problem and an
opportunity, We have Thanksgiving
Day but that does not assure gratitude.
The experience of gratitude does not
come by political or national fiat. Perhaps the national holiday neither aids
nor prevents the experience.
If the observance of the special day
should cause us to feel that in merely
having it we as an American people
humble ourselves in adequate recognition of our dependence upon God, it
may cause us to ignore personal expressions which are more meaningful.
Similarly, if our gratitude is limited
to an expression regarding our national interests, thanking God for what he
has done for us -and for our friends,
we may miss the soul-enlarging experience which we need to be Christians in toda:v's world.
Our govemment declares the holiday.
How we use it nP.nPnds unon our insights and our devotion. The day will
probablY not be a day of fasting in 1958,
althouR'h such an exercise of soulsearching discinline would be quite in
order these days,
To bP. meanin~rful our tzratitude must
also include a renewal of our responsiveness to Christ and to the mind of
God. "He that tumeth awa:v his ear
from healing the law, even his praveris an abomination" is an old proverb
with much wisdom.
If we will take time to seek the full
counsel of God and thoughtfully recognize the greatness of God's wonderful
care and provision, we will undoubtedly
join the Psalmist in calling upon our
own souls. "Bless th~> Lord, oh, m:v soul,
and all that is within me, bless His
holy rtame." •

PREFABRICATTNG PERSUADERS
MOST SCIENTISTS now agree that
cigarette. smoking is related to both
lung cancer and heart disease. The public is uncomfortably aware of this fact,
but not sure what to do about it." says
Congressman John A. Blatnik, chairman of a Congressional committee
which has been investigating misleading advertising,
".Some people have stopped smoking
altogether," he asserts. "In order to
overcome this trend, much of current
cigarette advertising is misleading the
public into thinKing that it is getting
a protection which really isn't there."
Mr. Blatnik has given .his word that
he intends to do everything inrhis power to change this situation and to assure that advertising will be honest.
ARKAN$AI BAPTIST

The Forward Program

MAY THIS "boa.sting" be done in the
spirit of the great Apostle who boasted
to his friend on behalf of the church
at Corinth (2 Corinthians 7:14), This
certainly is no vainglorious brag of the
"since I came" variety, Rather, it is a
sincere expression of gratitude for a
program whicb will revolutionize the
giving habits of our people and multiply the effectiveness of our world-wide
program. This is the story of the . Forward Program in one church; the blessings derived from it; the victories won
through it.
One year ago, we were observing for
the first time in the grand history of
our church a Sunday designated as
"Pledge Day," Never before had the
membership subscribed a budget in this
way - particularly, one which called
for an increase of nearly 40 per cent
in one year1 From the day the Forward Program was presented, the people had been enthusiastic in their support and co-operation. The committees
followed "the book" with a slavish fi·
delity. A budget of $140,000 was proposed and adopted.
In one day, pledges totaled $114,972.
One week later, on Victory Day, we had
the financial victory of a total pledge
of $143,278.72. The people had oversubscribed the budget!
·

New Mexico Adopts
Budget of $439,559
ALAMOGORDO, N. M. -<BP>- The
Baptist Convention of New Mexico has
approved a budget for 1959 of $459.559.
This is $53,000 greater than the current budget.
Thirty per cent of the 1959 budget
will be channeled through the Cooperative Program.
The convention elected W. D. Wyatt,
pastor, 1st Church, Albuquerque, president. It asked Lewis Myers to continue
serving as editor of the Baptist New
Mexican, weekly convention paper, until his successor has been. elected. Myers (a former editor of Arkansas Baptist) had announced his retirement.
Progress reports of Baptist work in
the state showed a gain of 23 churches
and missions during the past year. There
are now 243 churches and 103 missions
affiliated with the New Mexico convention. These churches and missions have
a total membership of 73,705. •

Thank You, Sir!
Dear Brother McDonald:
We are still enjoying the Arkansas
Baptist and think you are doing a good
job as our editor. May the Lord bless
you always and in all ways. -lt. E.
Kirkpatrick, Hot Sp1·ings
November 20 , 1958

We experienced spiritual victories
which cannot be so easily· tabulated.
With no previous records with which
to compare, we now had 1,026 people
making a pledge and 538 individuals
listed as tithers!
Now, the question: Did we perform
what we pledged? In a word, yes. Professional fund-raising organizations
suggest. a discount of . 10 per cent of
pledges as non-collectable. Since January 1, our percentage amounts to 1 Y.z
per cent! (This figure is based on the
difference between total btldget needs
compared to total budget receipts. This
does not take into, account the tithes
and offerings of new members, nor 'does
it discount those who have moved
away,)
Some of our members make additional gifts in December each year after
their final net income has been established. These gifts will more than make
up for the 1 ¥.! per cent deficiency mentioned above.
The people of eur church are "sold"
on the Forward Program of Church Fiiib.nce. Many described the effect of
the campaign as "a great reVival of
the church membership." But if I say
any more , . . I will be boasting.Robert L. Smith, pastor 1st Church,
Pine Bluff. •

Se~utt 014. (!~

C. Y. DOSSEY

Southern Baptist College
Plans Efficiency Conference
SOUTHERN BAPI'IST College will be
host to a Church Efficiency Conference
Dec. 8-12.
Conference leaders include Bill Emmitt, minister of music, 1st Church,
conway; Earl Edwards, pastor, 1st
Church, Tyronza; Richard Perkins, pastor, Gaines Street, ·Little Rock; C. Y.
Dossey, associate superintendent ?f
evangelism, Home Mission Board, Dal•
las; Carl Conard, director of French
Mission Work in Louisiana; Ralph ¥cIntyre, as so c 1 at e pastor, Bellevue
Church, Memphis; Laney McReynolds,
pastor, Morningside Church, Shreveport; E. C. Polk, pastor, 1st Church,
Piggott; Dr. E. B. Abington, 1st
Church, Earle; and Dr. Dale Cowling,
2nd Church, Little Rock. •

OUR LOVED ones become our foes 'in
many less dramatic ways than those
depicted in apostolic times. Some years
ago a novelist pictured a wife who got
the impression that· her husband was
being imposed upon in his work at the Southern Seminary
office. She warned him repeatedly
against letting others put their bur- Alumni, Take Note
TICKETS FOR the Southern Semtdens on him. She dropped the idea into
his mind as regularly as she put the nary Breakfast at Sam Peck Hotel, Litsugar into his breakfast coffee. After a tle Ro.ck, are still available and the price
time this affected his way of thinking is $1,25, not $1.75 as anounced in our
and made him feel that he was a fool paper recently. The time ~s 7 a.m.,
to exert himself too much. Then, in a Wednesday, Nov. 19. Tickets may be
kind of marital reciprocity, he began to ·secured from A. Ermon Webb, Stuttgart,
president of the Southern alumni assobe~ her not to tax herself in serv~ce
to others. Thus the two nursed them.:. ciation, ArkansSjS chapter, or from W.
0. Vaught or Walter Warmath.
selves into soft selfishness.
··
Contrast that. woman's weakening innuence with the spirit of Wendell Phil• South Carolina Elects
lips' wife. The latter was an invalid.
Every night before Phillips went . out to Sunday School Leader
speak for the slavery reforms so dea~:
COLUMBIA, S. C. -<BP)- John K.
to his heart and so dangerous to his Durst, associate professor of church
;reputation, he would go to his wife's administration 1n the school of religibedside. She would take his hand in ous education, New Orleans Seminary,
both of hers and say, "Don't shllly- has been named. director of the Sunshally tonight, Wendell!" Such· fortify- day school department of the general
ing influence is beyond measure.- board of South Carolina Baptist ConRalph W. SaCkman in Man's First Love, vention. Assuming his hew duties on
just published by Doubleday & Co., Dec. 1, Durst will succeed the late Dr.
New York.
J. L. Corzine. •

Southern Pastors P•vor
C9mpliance With Court

CHURCH MUSIC
LeRoy McClard, Director

Training Oppo.-tunities
IN THE t.AST a:rtjcle in the Arka.nsas Baptist we suggested that each
church could improve the Music Mini~;;try by beginning 'a music training
program. We gave some suggestions
on the annual school of music. This
week we ask you to consider some other training epportunities.
Week by Week Classes

MISS SOUTHERLAND

Carolyn Southerland BSU
Director at Arkansas Collqge
DIRECTING AN enthusiastic group
of Baptist students at the Arkansas
College is attractive Carolyn. Souther~
land. Carolyn has an excellent background for her student work, having at:tended Arkan$8-s College, the University
of Arkansas, and Ouachita Baptist CoJ..
lege. It was while sne was a student at
the University that Carolyn J;eaUzed
what the Baptist Student Union could
mean in the life of a college student. Still
amazed at the patience of Dil:ector Jamie
Jones, Carolyn states tha' it was here
that the Baptist Student Union ~nspired
her to give her best to Christ.
lier home was a Cl;lristian hpme: it
was the ho.me of the J. K. Southerlands
of Batesville. Carolyn
one of tl;)ree
·daughters l:n the family. Still as vivid
as the day on which it happened is
the memory ot: a sunny afternoon in
April of 1948 when Pr. E. P. J . Garrott
led her to give her life to Christ.
Life has been an exciting experience
for Ce,rolyn. She was elected Homecoming Queen her senior year in high
school; attended the last Baptist World
Alliance · and toured Europe, Africa,
and the Holy Lanct; and as always is finding real hap:piness in her
church activities. She is organist ~t
1st Church at Batesvi)le, pianist for
Young Peoples Department in Sunday
School, associate director of Intermediate Depar.t;ment in Training Union,
and is serving as volunteer director of
the Baptist Student Union of Arkansas College. With op.ly 50 Baptist sj;udents at the college, each day approximately 25 t£~.lte ttme to come to the
B~;tptist $tuQ.ept Union devotio'n~;tl service. Her enthusiasm has Qeen contag~
ious.
What does Miss Southerland do with
her spare time? She is em:ployed as
branch secretary for the General Adjustment Bureau. -Tom Logue •

is
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Many churches have benefitted by
:providing music clasaes meeting once
each week. Three examples are given:
1. Pianists of the departments were
taught bY tl;)e church pianist one afternoon a weelt fpr severe,! week/!.
2. A class was conducted fm: depart~
ment song lead.e.rs, taught by the
cnurch musie direetor. Seve_ral conduct cou.rses for song leaders and accompa.ntsts as a pa,rt of Training un~
ton for a p~riQd pf ten we.e~s. Wor~
of caution: If the Training Unio~ pl~I\
1& foJlowed, the courses should be
Planped in conjunction with Trainin~
Union leQ.dership, not over agajnst.
Two competin~ or c~nflictingo pro_g rams
should never be planned in a Baptist
church.
·
• 3. Ohure}l ehoir · mem,bers ro.et 30
mip.1,1tes befpJ;e rehearsal time for 16
-wee\i:s. They ~tudied The Begill.lling
Mu&ic lteader b-y Mci{~IlJl.eY.
Mid·week Pra.Yel' MeetinJ
Se-veral pastors nave ~acj. such high
rll~a.rd fo:r the Music Trainin¥ Cours.e
text Music In The Bi\tle t:b.at tney
have used it as a basis for the midweek service over a period of weeks.
All those who attended at least 80 percent of the time 1\nA !;'cad. tb.e te~t were
eligible for awards. Other pastors have
done the same thing with Christian '
HYmn<ldY and Chw-oh M\lstc Manual
and will probably !lo so with the new
text Graded C.b.Qir Hl!-nd"boQk.
Next week we v;iU·CQillPlete tne pves·
ent c:Usoussjon Qf tra.iJmg opportuni~
ties. •

NEW YORK - A survey conducted
'Qy "Pulpl,.t D!gest," a non-d,enominational journal for ministers, shows that
a majority of Protestant ministers in
the 1'1 Southern states favor cGmpliance with the Supreme Court's order
:for racial integratien in public schools.
Out· of the 766 ministe'J.·s who answere"d the qestionnaire, four out of
five expressed an opinion' favoring integration. Those who opposed suggested
finding :possible legal ways of avoiding
the court's decisiol'l. Three per cent said
they favored open disobedience. •

PAUL 0. Madsen, Westfield, New
Jersey, associate executive secretaJY of
the American Baptist Home Misston
Societies, has announced plans to organize the first two A.merice,n Baptist
congregations in Anchorage, Alaska,
area.

Ime. tp historical f~. this w!illwritten biblical novel is based upon
the story of the little maid through
whose wi.tn~~ Naaruan w.ent to
Elisha to be healed of his lcprosy.(26b)
$3.QQ
"The tenderness of the little captive maid of lsrae) is bear,!.lifu/ly
portrayed <!!f.pir;.st lEw har~bi'J.(I.fs oj
her d.ay, perhaps especially so during tl1.e siege oj Jerusalem when
tho~,tsqnds died of s(arv(JtitJ.n while
the armies of Syria "c amped (Jutside
tl;e walls. The. enJ!~f/ s~ory . i~ q
dramatic and fascinating portra)lal
of a bit of biblical history."-Mrs.
Mildred Dunn, Home Mission
l.War.d.
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Get your copy at your friendly

'BAPTlSl BO·OK STORE

This Christmas give bQoks ••• give

THIS GOLD IS MINE
by_HAROLD E. DYE
a)lthor of The Weaver IJDd 'l'hrough God's
.Eyes
Th11 adventurous SaJ& of a world-weary m.in·
ister who found him11elf as lle searched for
gold. An outstandinf book you will be
proud· to give.
$2.75
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thusiastic that Mr. Bryan felt thrilled,
for here was real appreciation. The
man continued, 'I am a denttst, and
never before in my whole professional
career have I seen a speaker who,
when he laughs, shows both rows of
teeth all the way around.' "
What you consider the most important in life usually is the least recognized.
Be content with the knowledge that
your work well . done is your greatest
praise. If you are faithful in doing your
best in Christ, one day you will hear
from the heavenly Father. "Well done,
thou good and faithful servant."-William T. Flynt, pastor 1st Baptist
Church, Ashland, Ky. •
AUTHORITIES AT Buffalo State
Teachers College have decided that the
chapel on the campus needs to be renamed to give it a less religious •sound.
Counsel for the State University ordered it to be called a "meditation
room," in future, and he ruied that no
worship services may be held on the
campus under the constitutional provision of church-state separation.

ITINERANT WORKER, Dave Wander, begins to realize he must face his secret
fear or lose his wife, Marie, who tries to offer him courage in the assurance of
the Gospel. Scene is a high point in "Tumbleweed Man," a moving episode in
the dramatic series "This Is The Answer."

Attention Seekers
PEOPLE WHO are forever seeking
and expecting praise are still childishly immature; they haven't grown up.
This desire for attention, this passion to be recognized, is natural in
children, but it is pathetic and tragic
in men and women.
The man who is first on his feet ~
speak the moment the meeting 1s
thrown open for discussion, whether or
not he bas anything to say, does it
largely to call attention to himself.
The woman who takes pure delight
in teJiing how many operations she ):las
' had, who insists that no one has suffered quite as much as she - usually
is seeking appreciation and praise. She
may be most deserving of it, but she
runs a great risk of not receiving it
from the unsympathetic listener.
One needs to develop the mental attitude of not seeking or expecting
praise. We need to recognize also that
the very best things one does in this
world often go without notice, praise,
or cheer. Jesus' temptation experience
illustrates this truth. In substance Satan said to Jesus, "Do. as you plan and
~ovember
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nobody will take notice of what you
do, but do as I tell· you and the world
will be at your feet."
Satan was right. Many times the
best things in this world never are
cheered as much as those that are temporarily pop,ular. Any man in public
life knows this only too well. William
Jennings Bry~n said that upon a certain occasion when he was making a
speech he was greatly impressed by the
att'ention of a certain man .in the audience.
"The man sat a few rows from the
front and as the speech went on he
seemed to grow more and more absorbed. He hung upon the speaker's
words. Mr. Bryan said he felt so flattered that he found himself watching
his admirer' more and more closely until finally he was aware that he was
addressing himself to that one man,
oblivious to the rest of the audience.
Later in the evening the man came
upon the platform, watched his chance
and grasped Mr. Bryan's hand. He
said, 'I have never taken my eyes off
your face.' He was so eager and so en-

People 60 to 80
·If You Will Simply Send Us
Your Name And Address .••
• . . we will explain how you
can still apply for a $1,000 life
insurance policy to help take
care of final expenses without
burdening your family.
You can handle the entire
transaction by mail with OLD
AMERICAN of KANSAS
CITY. No obligation of any
kind. No one will call on you.
Tear out this ad and mail it
today with y0ur name, address
and year of birth to Old American Insurance Co., 1 West 9th,
Dept. L2307C, Kansas ·City,
Missouri.
Pale Fifteen

Compiled by John E. Southard
Trouble is usually produced by those who do not produce
anything else.
A man should be like tea which shows its real worth when
getting in hot water.
Faith is a spitituallife in action.
There are no idle rumors. Rumors are always busy.
Salvation cannot be analyzed, it must be realized.
Do not face the day until you have faced God.
Our weak condemnation of others passes when .Christ's
light is turned on our lives.

* * *
A nelv,
different and
exciting concept of
church filmstripsall in color, with
sound- geared to
the churches' needs.
Subjects for all age
levels (Beginner,
Primary, Junior,
Young People, Adults)
include:

STORIES FOR THE BEGINNER
"Stories About · Jesus"- "Stories About the Seasons"- "Stories About· Home and Family." Beautifully illustrated and narrated wi\h the small child
in mind·, FEATURING
ORIGINAL MUSIC and
""'
INCORPORATING
f;~•i/·'!1
MANY SONGS
. .. /....;,<
familiar to the
,; '
,
church school
'
beginners. Kit of ' • ' l
4 filmstripnnd ~crt >~2 records-$19.50 a~Ur-::;;!!: ,

"_, ¢
"'
TEENAGE TOPICS for CHRISTIAN YOUTH
Helpful, Christian guidance in boy-girl friendships,
dating and marriage, in a manner and style most
appealing to the
teenagef. BUILT·
IN UTIUZATION
HELPS and
RECORDED DIS·
CUSSION BANDS
to encourag~ group
participation. Kit
of 4 filmstrips and
2 records-$25.50
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When we listen, God speaks; when we obey, God ·acts.
Do good with your money or it will do you no good.
Putting off until tomo,r row leads to sorrow.
If you say nothing no one will repeat it.
Ma.ny a married couple is like a team of horses - parted by
a tongue!
Anger is an acid that can do more harm to the vessel in
which it's stored than to anything on which it's poured.
Men may doubt what you say, but they will believe what
you do.

* * *
If sin were not de.ceitful it would never be delightful.
To bring up a child in the way he should go, you must have
traveled that way yourself.
Give your life to God and God will fill your life.
An atheist is a person who has :no invisible means of support.
Speak well of your enemies ! You made them.
Life is a one-way street - we are not coming back.
If a man has something, he doesn't have to prove it; if he .
doesn't, talking will do no good.

* * *
If you would life others up you must be on higher ground
yourself.
.
·
·
If a sermon pricks your conscience it tnust have had good
points.
A shadow proves that there is a light.
Resolves are like blossoms, aetions like fruit.
Sweetness at home gives power abroad.
Error always stubs its toe on .flitcts.
(Copr. ERA, 1958)

• * *
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PROBLEMS

DO IT TOD'AYI

ARKANSAS' BAPTIS"f

MISSIONS
C. W. Caldwell, Su:perintendent

Cox Named Superintendent
Of Intermediate Work

•
1ST CHURCH Blytheville has inNASHVILLE, 'fenn. -(BSSB)- Wilcluded an allocation in the budget for lia.m A., Cox became superintendent of
a new mission. Congratulations, Dr. Intermediate work in the Sundi\Y
Pitts and church! You are setting the
School Department
example many of our larger churches
of the S u n d a y
should follow.
The slogan, "Every
School Board on N~
Church with a Mission," may be imvember i. He WQ.S
practible for some, but there are yet
fq.rmerly
superinmany places for a mission station.
t~ndent
of audictV·isual aids in thQ.t
•
According to a survey conducted
clepartment.
in several states, 90 percent, or 27,000
A native of JefSouthern Baptist churches, will coopferson,
Tex., Mr.
erate in the 1959 Evangelistic Crusade. We just don't know what the
Cox is a graduate of
percentage is for Arkansas. How is
East 'l'e:teas Baptist
your association measuring up? Is
College and SoutnMR. COX
your church committed?
western Seminary.
Mr. Cox became sUPervisor for the
An estimated two million members
of Southern Baptist churches will ob- educational wor]S of the Board's Audioserve New Year's Eve Prayer Meeting Visual Aids DepartJ;nent V1 May, 1955,
as part of the Simultaneous Crqsade and became audio-visual aids superbiitepdent for the Sunday School Departpreparations.
"A Revival Plan Book," by Verpon ment in November, 1957. •
Yearby, will be mailed from this office
to all our pastors and missionavies
within the ne~t few weeks. Open all BROTHERHOOD
By Nelson Tull
your mail! Read it!
e Independence Association has a
THE BROTHERHOOD Departme\l).t
new house for missionary Harrison extends hearty greetings to the ArkanJohns and family. They observed sas Baptist State Convention, conve!ll- ..•open house" and had 175 to attend. . ing this week in Little Rock.
Congratulations to Independence for
Our Convention is -truly moving "Forproviding a lively place for your mis- W~trd
with Christ" towards greater a~
sionary's family!
camplishments in every phase of the
Dennis James, former pastor of life and work of our denominatiop..
Bellefonte Church, has accepted the We t:hank God for His continuing blest~
call as missionary in Boone and New- ings!
ton Counties. This wll be his "second
The Brotherhq.od Department pass~s
hitch" in the same plan of service. on to you the be1!t wishes of the Sta~e
Welcome back into the fellowship of
Brotherhood Conwntion of 15 Regio~
our mission work and workers!
al Brothe;rhood Conventions, of 42 AJlLuther Porsey, pa.sto:r of :i'or:ref!t SQ0iational Brotherhoods, of about 6QO
Park Church, Pine Bluff, announces c.hurcn prqtherhoods; also of the Sta~e
Billy Walker as their evang-elist for Royal Ambassador Congress, of five
next Marcn 8-22. .
area cQng1,1esses, of twenty or more Ajl·•
Do you have a co.mplete steeriqg sociational Royal Ambassador conclaV!lS
committee in your Association? We and of about 560 Church Royal Arl').neeq your list.
•
bassa~or chapters.
The Brotherhood Department pledgtls
•
EVANGELIST AND lV,Irs. l{. E. to you the best we have towards buil\fKirkpatrick, Hot f2prings.. have :r;ecen.t- in~ a greater tomorrow - greater in
ly concluded successful revival meet- all phl)$es of the great man-boy proings at S.herm~tn, T(l)C., London, ~ .• ~ram of .A-rkansas Baptists.
and Fairfield, Ill. These were return
May the blessings of God be upon t\le
engagements.
Convention! il

e

MRS. C. H. RAY

WMU
Death Claims Mrs. Ray
MRS. CHARLES H. RAY of Little
Rock died on November 6 following 22
months of hospita,lization. Prior to her
retirement in 1949 she served eleven
YelLrs as executive secretary of Woman's Missionary Union of Arkansas, as
state president for six years, and as
vice ~resident from Central J?istrict for
three years.
As a devoted member of Immanuel
Be,ptist Church at Little Rock she
proved her devotion for Kingdom work
~;~.s she filled many places of leadership
- president of Woman's Missionary
Union, teacher in the Sunday school,
mero.bers of tne choir - and was a loyal
supporter of all activities of her
cnurch.
Soon after the death of her husband
Mrs. Ray was stricken with her fatal
illness. She was greatly beloved as leader, as friend, as Christian and her life
will continue to challenge dedication of
Baptist womanhood of Arkansas to the
cause of missions. She is surviveq by
two nephews.

"

WEEK OF PRAYER
and
LOTTIE MOON OFFERING_
for FOREIGN MISSIONS
December 1-5
• and yet abideth HOPE
"

Miss Ruth Kersey Dies
MISS RUTH KERSEY, 69, emeritus
Southern Baptist missionary .to Nigeria, died Nov. 8 following a long illness. Since her retirement from active
missionary service in 1955, she had
made her home in Richmond, Va. In
Ogbomosho, Nigeria, where she served
for most of her 35 years on the mission
field, Miss Kersey founded and directed the Home for Motherless Babies,
now known as ~ersey Children's
Home. •
November ZO, 1958
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DON'T BYPASS THIS BOOK FOR YOUR CHILD!

Fairest
Lord
J"esus
by
Frances King Andrews

This is why . . .
• It's a summary of Jesus' earthly ministry.
rh~thm and feeling
of the King .fitmes Ver~ion qf the Bible.
• Its lovely, outstanding illustrations are. in
both rich color and black and white.
• It's a book to in~pire love for Jesus in your
child--one he will treasure for years to
come.
lllus. by John White. AQ,S 6 ana up. $3.00

e Its poetic prose has the

Order from your BAPTIST BOOK STORE
P11t

QventftD

TRAINING UNION
Ralph W. Davis, Secretary

'M' Night Schedule
FOLLOWING ARE the association

"M" Night meeting places and goals:

DO YOU
LIVE AS WELL
AS -,
·THE "JONESES"?
One way to find out is to add up the
ways you put electricity to work in
your home. The more jobs you do
electrically, the more likely you are to
live comfortably and conveniently.
Just :£or fun, why not add up all the
ways electricity is working for you
and compare the total ·with your
"Joneses"? You'll he amazed-for
electricity is probably serving you in
dozens o:£ ways you often forget.
And just think how little all this
convenience costs l

~

POWER & ·'LIGHT
~
.·
~
P a g e E I i h t • ·e n

~

IIILPING :tUILD AIKANSA$

Ai·kansas Valley, 1st Church, West
Helena, goal, 300.
Ashley, 1st Church, Crossett, 555.
Bartholomew.
Benton Co., 1st Church, S i I o a m
Springs, 700.
Big Creek, Hardy, <December 2)
Black River, Tuckerman, 400.
Boone, 1st Church, Harrison.
Buckner, Waldron.
Caddo Rlver, Norman Church, Norman.
Carey.
Caroline, England, 500.
Carroll.
Centennial, Almyra Baptist Church,
350.
Central; 1st Church, Benton <Dec. 1>;
Park Place Church, Hot Spl'ings <Dec.
2), 1,000.
Clerk Creek, 1st Church, Clarksville,
1st Church, Van Buren, 750.
Concord, 1st Church, Ft. Smith.
Conway-Perry, 1st Church, Morrilton,
150.
Current River, Pocahontas <Dec. 2>,
250.
Dardanelle-Russellville, 1st Church,
Atkins, <Dec. 4>.
Delta, Bellaire Church, Dermott, 400~
Faulkner, 2nd Church, Conway (Dec.

2>.
Gainesville, Rector Church, Rector,
250.
Greene Co.
Harmony', Southside, Pine Bluff, <:Oec.
15), 500; Dumas, Arkansas.
Hope, Central Baptist, Magnolia, 800.
Independence
Liberty
Little R. River, 1st Church, Heber
Springs, 271.
Little River, DeQueen, Arkansas, 175.
Mississippi Co., 1st Church, Blytheville, 1,500.
Mt. Zion, 1$1; Church, Jonesboro, 725.
Newton Co,, 1st Church, Jasper.
OUachita.
· Pulaski Co., 1st Church, Little Rock,
<Dec.. 1) ; Baring Cross, NLR, <Dec. 2 >,
2,000.
Red River, High School Auditorium,
Gurdon.
Rocky Bayou, 'oxford.
Stone-Van Buren-Searcy, Leslie.
Tri-County, Crawfordsville, 500.
'rrinity, Tyronza.
Washington-Madison, 1st Church,
Fayetteville.
White County.
White River.
Woodruff.
ACCORDING TQ the latest figures
released by the National Council of
Churches of Christ in Korea, Christians
in South Korea now total more than
6 per cent of the population. Protestants number 1,323,091; Roma11 Catholics, 242,034; and Eastern 01·thodox beli~vers, 200.-The Survey Bulletin
ARKAN&AS BAPTIST

"SWING UP THE .LINE IN '59"
Sunday School Theme: "That They Might Have Life"

Some Golden Opportunities
Bible Study Week, A St-udy of the Gospel of Mark, January 5-9.
Two' Gronp Training Schools- Stamps and "Texarkana - Hope Association, January 19-23.
State Vacation Bible School Clinic, Gaines Street Church, Little Ro<!:k, February

9-ll.
Group Training Schools in Associations (Outside Ft. Smith area), Februaty 23-27.
Vacation Bible School Month, June. Goal- 1,000 schools.
Convention-wide Preparation Week in the churches, Septembel\ 21-25.

E. STANLEY WILLIAMSON
Baptist Sunday School
Board

· Pastor-led Enlargement Campaign, Concord Association. E. Stanley Williamson,
Director, February 16-20.
State Associational Leadership Conference, Little Rock, March 3. E. Stanley
Williamson, Director.
First Conventi;n-wide Associational Sunday School Officers Conf~rence, Birmingham, Alabama, August 19-21. E. Stanley Winiamson, Director.
One-night Training-Planning Clinics for Associational Officers, September 1-11.
E. Stanley Williamson, Director.

* * *
South-wide Regional Administration and Teaching Clinic, First Baptist Church,
Fort Smith, February 23-27. James Lackey, Director.
JAMES V. LACKE'I'
Baptist Sunday School
Board

* * *
First Su,nday School Week, Glorieta, June 25-Ju.ly 1.
Second Sunday School Week, Glorieta, July 2-8.

A. V, WASHBURN
Baptist Sunday School
Board

,F)rst Sunday School Week, Ridgecrest, July 23-29.
Second Sunday School Week, Ridgecrest, July 30-August 5.
State Sunday School Conferenc~, Immanuel Church, Little Rock. A. V. Washburn, Director, assisted by full staff of workers from the Sunday School Department, Baptist Sunday School Board, Nashville, Tennessee, October 12-16.

'

Planning to Reach, Teach, and Win the Multitudes is not optional in-a New Testament Church. Every practical aspect of Sunday School work makes a positive contribution to evangelism. Every Sunday School should strive to reach more people
and to do better work. Every Sunday School should "swing up the line in '59."
November 20,1958

P a g e fl-i-n e tee n

The \l~)'y best in S.uf!day school lesson helps at your Baptist Book Store.

Choose from
the Tops
in lesson commentanes

for/959

Use this convenient coupon to order-

Please send:
_ _BROADMAN COMMENTS, 1959 (26b)
_ _POINTS FOR EMPHASIS, 1959 (26b)
_ _ROZELL'S COMPLETE LESSONS, 1959 (65r)
_ _ DOUGLASS S.S. LESSONS, 1959 (9m)
_pELOUBET'S SELECT NOTES FOR 1959, (14w)
_ _TARBELL'S TEACHERS' GUIDE,. 1959 (6r)
~GIST OF THE LESSONS, 1959 (6r)
- ·- STANDARD LESSON COMMENTARY, 1959
(17s)
.~R.NbLD'S COMMENTARY, 1959 (74)

-HIGLEY'S COMMENTARY, 1959 (3Sh)

$2.75
9~c

$2.95
$2.95
$2.95
$2.75
$1.00
$2.95
$2.25
$2.25

(State sales tax, if any, extra)

,,_
I
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Charge to ------------'------~
Ctedit CJtrd N'~.........
. ....
. -· -"-o!..~ Enclosed is $...............___-..-~
Send to ~-....~------~-_....._ _ _ __ _
Address
City - - - - - - - - - State __,..-..,.---..,.---

at your

BAPTIST BOOI( STORE
ARKANSA~

BAPTIST

FOUNDATION
Ben L. Bridges, Secretary

Giving 30%
DO YOU remember that it is possible for you to give any amount up to
30% of your income and deduct that
amount from your income before paying income taxes? Many of our people
give one-t~nth of their incomes to the
church budget. They can give 20% additional to the Arkansas Baptist Foundation without it costing them very much
in the long rua.
About Your Will

without having guardians appointed.
By setting up a trust the capital of the
trust is managed for the beneficiary
and the beneficiary receives the income.
By conferring with us, we might be
able to help you minimize the costs
and taxes in the settlement of your
estates, helping your family to receive
more.
i}sk our advice on how to leave part
of your estate to your husband or wife
so that he or she can qualify for the
marital deduction, and so that your bequests will not be part of your estate
for federal estate tax purpose. •

If you make a will, you can be sure
that your property goes to the ones Broadman Book Title
you want it to benefit, and in such
amounts as will help them most. You Chosen as Text book
NASHVILLE, Tenn. -<BPN)- Escan provide something for persons not
in your family if you want to do so. sentials of New Testament Greek by Dr.
Ray Summers was chosen as the textIf some beneficiary dies before you do,
you may ha:ve named in your will some- book for a project at the University of
one to take the share of such a person. Chicago on the teaching of New TestaBy naming your own executor, you ment Greek by use of audio-visual aids.
Summers is .professor of New Testacan disouss with him your family's special needs and problems. Th'ijS, you can ment at Southwestern Seminary. Dr.
be sure that your affairs will be set- Frederick I. Kuhns chose the book on
tled by one that understands your fam- the basis of eleven outstanding feaily's needs. You can give your executor . tures, including clarity, brevity, and
authority to settle your estate in the helpfulness of the e)te_rcises and examples. •
mo.st economical way.
You can authorize your e;x:ecutor to
wait for an opportune time to dispose
MEMBERSHIP IN the United Luof your estate.
-theran Church in American reached a
By arranging for a trust or trusts, record total of 2,395,6111n 1957, a gain
you can protect the interests of minors of 60,259 over the previous year.

21st EDITION

BtHlilll,~·

,_.tlJook

(l'o-1rl1 .bow• 111 "PtNiuiiUbk H111Jdbooll"}

Book OF a Lifetime , • • Por a Ufetime
Loved alike by ••• Young and Old ·~
Widely U1ed in Colleges and Seminaries
Highly Commended by leading Magazines.
Spe&ially Useful for S S Teachers
It is an Abbreviated Bible Commentary,
with Notes on Books of the Bible, their Historical,
Geographical and Chronological Backgrounds,
with 75 Illustrative Maps:
Amazing Archaeological Discoveries
Confirming_ or Illustrating B>ble History, with
Authentic Photographic Reproductions:
Related Historical Data from the Annals of
Babylon, El!}'pt, Assyria. Persia, Greece and
Rome, touchmg the Bible Story;
,
How We Got the Sible. Fol"IIJa,_tion of Old and
New Testaments, Apocryphal Books, Manuscripts a nd Early Christian Writings:
. l,
All Epitql{le of Church Hist9J'lt Conne1'ting
' Bible Times with Our Own; Early l..hurch Fath·
ere, Persecutions, Rise of the Papacy, the Popes,
Luther and the Reformation.
,
Now Contains "Select Bible Verses". There
tsnothing.published,of its size1 that has ~nytbi.ng
like as much practical Biblica& information.
{FMrlber /lllrlictJIIIN sml 011 nguesl}
4 X 6}i X l}i inches

is

956 Pages

Cloth Bound

$3.00

Ord'r from your BAPTIST BOOK STORE

YOUR GIFt OPENS THE. DOOR
FOR SOME NEEDY ·CHILD
GET BEHIND THE
THANKSGIVING OFFERING
Please Use the Materjal Sent to You and Give
Everyone an Opp01·tunity to Giye
Take the Offer1ng as Early in November as You
Care to
Please Inform Yourself
Watch Arkansas Baptist Each Week
Use Coin Holders for Children
State Goal •.. $100,000.00
A PART OF ARKANSAS BAPTISTS PLAN
TO SUPPORT THE WHOLE PROGRAM

" ·I s there Room in Your Heart

for a Child?"

Bottoms Baptist Orphanage
MoDticeUo, Arkansas
H. C. SEEFELDT, Supt.
MICHAEL CAROZZA, Asst. Supt.
NDvember .ZO, 1958
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Children's Nook.-------------:..-

Talking Drums

A Smile or Two
THE HILLYBILLY was disgusted.
The general store was out of his :favorite chawing· tobacco. "Be sure to telephone •me when you get some,"· he .sa:fd.
"BUt, Lell).," protested the storekeeper, ''you don't have a phone."
"No," said the man from the hills
"but that's no excuse - you have one.'~
-Indiana Telephone News.
THEY KEPT pushing him toward
the rear of the bus until finally they
pushed him out the back exit door. He
ran excitedly to the front of the bus and
tried to get on again. Someone yelled
at him and said: "Sorry, bub, but we're
too crowded.''
"I ,don't. care," he wailed. "You'Ve got
to let me on or I'll get fired. I'm the
driver."-Pacific Oil-Motive Magazine.

By Aylesa. Forsee
THERE'S SOMETHING exciting and
mysterious about the sound of drums.
Almost everyone likes to hear the drums
in a marching band. But you would think
it very strange if your mother drummed
to call you to dinner or a doctor beat a
tom-tom to cure a cut finger or a case of
measles.
However, boys and girls living in certain parts of Africa, like Nigeria, would
not be at all surprised. In African life
the drum is very impo,rtant. Drummers
are picked in childhood and practice
for years. They may begin on a tiny
hand drum made of a coconut shell
and end up with an enormous drum
made of a large tree trunk that requires ~everal men to carry it.
Drums are of many shapes, sizes,
and designs. The most common are hollowed-out logs with leopard-, tiger-, or
goatskins stretched across the tQp and
held taut by twine or pegs. Drums are
beaten with sticks, hands, fists, or finger tips,
Drums have many uses. In villages a
drummer pounds away at daybreak to
let villagers know it is time to get up.
Drum signals call people to prayer and
to rest; The food beat serves as a dinner bell. There is even. a work beat with
which the village chief may sing, "Saga
laga la-me-do - I do. not like a man
who is lazy."
The drum is also a means of protection, warntng of the approach of dal).ger, whether it be a band of unfriendly
strangers or fierce jungle animals. The
leopard beat, if it doesn't , scare the
beast away, will at least tell others of
the presence of the animal and summon villagers for the kill.
To form an orchestra, twenty or
more drums are rounded up. Both children and grownups love to dance to
this music.
Every African drum talks. Words,
even whole sentences, can be sent
through a system of high and low notes
Page Twenty-Two

and rapid or slow beats. Among some
tribes V{hqle speeches are given on
tlrms. Sometimes messages are relayed
for miles and miles from one drummer
to the next. ·
While away from home, a medical
missionary had lent his car to a native named Caesar. After his trip, the
doctor found the car back of his hut.
- but there were no keys, When ·news
came that he was needed immediately
in a · village some miles a way, the missionary said to a helper, "What shall I
do? Caesar must have taken the keys
home with him. And his village is far
from here."
"I send drum message to Caesar," the
helper promisetl.
Across the miles one listening drummer after another picked up the message, "Where are the doctor's keys?"
Within minutes the message came
back through the jungle. "Desk. Medicine hut."
The doctor found his keys and soon
was on his way.
Anything from news of a leopard
hunt to news of war in the outside
world c~n be sent by drums.
Sometimes the drum is worshipped
as a god. It is believed to contain the
spirit of the tree from which it is
carved. To please this spirit, offerings
are made of palm wine, fowls, or eggs
when the tree is chopped down. Among
people holding the belief that sickness
is caused by an evil spirit, the drum
is used to drive the spirit away.
All kinds of charms- are used to decorate drums. Often they are the bones
of a lion or a gorilla.
The drum adds dignity and solemnity
to tribal gatherings and religious ceremonials. It is the means of keeping
alive stories and legends. According to
an old African tale, the first man to be
created on earth was a drummer. The
drum and the man' who plays it are
much honored in African life. •
(Sunday School Board Syndicate, all rights reserved)

WOMAN TO husband as she arrives
in auto with smashed front: "And the
policeman was so nice about it. He
asked if I'd like for the city to remove all the telephone poles."-Wooden Barrel..
MANY A man's wallet would be flatter if it weren't so full of credit cards.
THE LITTLE BOY was visiting a
farm for the first time in his life. He
was taken out to see the lambs !1-nd after much coaxing built up enough courage to pat one. He was delighted.
"Why," he exclaimed, "they make them
out of blankets."
WHILE HALF the population is going around trying to stamp out -heart
disease the ·Other half is going around
saying "Drop Dead.''
HUSBAND - A curious animal .who
buys his .football tickets in June and
his wife's Christmas present on December 24.
Your Manners Please
TWO COCKROACHES lunched in a
dirty sewer and excitedly discussed the
spotless, gleaming restaurant in the
neighborhood.
"·I hear," said one, "that the refrigerators shine like polished silver, the
shelves are clean as a whistle. The
floors sparkle like diamonds. It's so
clean . . .''
.
"Please," said the second in disgust,
nibblfng on a moldly roll, "not while
I'm eating.''

:THE PARATROOPERS were aloft
for their first jump. Everything went
off ~n perfect order, until the last man
cam'e forward to jump. "Hold it!"
shouted his c 6 m man ding officer.
"You're not wearing your parachute!"
"Oh, 'that's all right, sir," retorted
the recruit. "We're just rpracticng,
aren't we?" - Outspan.
ARKAI\!SAS BAPTIST

Sunday School Lesson

Jesus Arouses Opposition
By BILL COOK, Pastor
1st Church, Harrison

Text: Mark 2:18-28
Nov. 23

RALPH W. EMERSON said, "The ~f
fects of opposition are wonderful." As
one studies the life of
Christ, and then the
history of the early
church, one wonders
what might have happened had there lreen
no opposition. ce rtainly Christianity
would have spread;
Whether it would have
~pread at anything
near the rate it did in
the first century is exMR. COOK
tremely doubtful.
The opposition ·christ faced in his
ministry did not detour Him from His
goal, either. If anything, it spurred
Him on, -mdre determined than: ever to
face a Gethsemane, a cross, or whatever was needed t0 redeem man. In His
Galilean ministry, which we have been
studying for the past two w~reks, Christ
met opposition. The multitudes whtch
heard Him outside the city of Ca.pernaurn in His famous "Sermon on the
Mount" had dwindled. The critics increased in number.
Jesus Defends llis Disciples
When the critics came to questit:m
Jesus about ·the different:e between His
dr~ciples and theirs, He defended the
actions of His. A. T. Robertson suggests that it was Probably the presence
of the disciples of Christ at Matthew's
feast on one of the Jewish fast days
that occasioned the complBiint. One
particularly sad element is that the
"disciples of John" had aligned themselves with the Pharisees in opposing
Jesus. It seems that the aisciples of
the Baptist, during the Lord's ministr~.
continued to form a separate body
<compare Matt. 11:2; 14:12).
Evidently they had their own fast
days and their own forms of prayer
<Luke 11: 1). Theirs was a rigorous asceticism. They could not fail to feel the
contrast between their master in ptison and Jesus at the feast. Jesus answered with three illustrations - mar·riage, cloth, and wine. Luke calls the
illustrations parables <Luke 5 :36).
Each of the three was to establish the
same truth, the truth that there is a
time and place for everything, that we
should observe a fitness and propriety
in things. Frankly, all of this teaches
that the old forms of Judaism will not
contain the new content of Christianity.
.Jesus was actually saying, "My disciples do not fast because they are not
November 20,1958

sad. Their times of sadness will come
after the brid~room is gone." The
Pharisee thought that fasting was a
good thing, and would bring extra merit in . tl'le sight of God. The modern
Pharisee says the same about many externals of ritual and worshi)il. Jesus
Christ says, "Ne!" It was not that our
Lord objected to fasting, but He did
object to the formal use of it as the
Pharisees used it.
Then the countenance of Jesus
Ghanged .g reatly .. The day would come
when "the Bridegroom shall be taken
away." Cambridge Greek Testament
suggests that this is the first recorded intimation in the SaViour's public
teaching of His end. "That given in
conversation with Nicodemus <John
3: 14) was less clear and a more private intimation."
·
New Christianity and Old Judaism
The Master then states: "No man
also seweth a piece of new cloth on an
Old garment" and "No man pUtteth new
wine into old bottles." In other words,
new cloth on an old garment would
cause a worse tear a.ll arounli. NeW wine
poured into old wine skins that won't
expand anymore could only make the
wine burst out the skin When the wine
expands. The new wine would ferment,
and swell, and burst them. Christianity
would ~ burst forth in that fashion, too.
New Christianity would not be able to
contain the old Pharaisaical prayers.
Neither would the old system of Pharaisaical fasting be contained ih it. Old
sadness and long facres could not possibly keep up with the new vitality _of.
Christianity, "It is not fit that my doctrine should be attached to, or connected wit'll, the ·old and corrupt doctrines of the Pharisees," is what Christ
was saying.
Plucking Grain on the Sabbath
Next the critics came up With the
idea of ntisusing the sabbath. In open
opposition they stood to Christ, sta.ting that His disciples were doing that
.which was not lawful. Lenski states
that Jesus never broke Jewish ceremonial laws, but just the Pharaisaical laws
built up by tradition. B. H. Carroll says
they "plucked the heads of grain and
rubbed them in their hands, which they
were allowed to do by the Mosaic law."
Deuteronomy 23:25 proves that it was
not theft. Cambridge Greek Testament
says, "The law of course forbade reaP:ing and threshing on that day, but
the rabbis had decided that even to
pluck corn was to be construed as reaping, and to rub it as threshing. They
even forbade walking on grass as species of threshing, and would not allow

so much as a fruit tG be plucked from
a tree on that day.'' Hunger did not
matter! StTict formalism was all that
counted, as far as the Pharisees were
concerned.
In this account it is interesting to
note the parallel s;ccount in Matt. 12:
1-1!. Jesus r·eplies by a,n appeal (1) to
history, the case of David, (2) to the
law, the work of the priests - Matt.
12:5 (.:3) to the pro)ilhets - Matt. 12:7,
and (4) to his own authority over the
sabbath. David, fleeing from Saul, came
to the high priest at Nob, and entered
the Tabernacle and ate of the hallowed bread <1 Sam. 22:i-9), of the
cakes of fine flour, "the bread of the
prese:nce" whtch no stranger might eat
<Ex. 25:30; 29:33; Lev. 24.:6-7). ·Jesus
stated also that in the law <Nurn. 28:
9·10) it told of the priests profaning
the sabbath by doing that which was
necessary Blnc:l. ofiffiring saerit·ices. Also,
had not Hosea (6:6} stated that God
desired mercy and not sacrifice? Had
tbe sabbath laws become so rigidly set
in formalism that not even the Son of
Man could do that which was necessary? Who is Lord of the ~abbath, anyWay'?
ln Genesis, it states that man was
made first, and then the sabbath was
promoted for his welfare. It is for man
.- for his rest from toil, his rest from
the cares and anxieties ~f the world, to
give an opportunity to call of his attention from earthly concerns, and to
direct it to the aff~;~.irs of eternity,
Pre-eminently intended, then, for man's
welfare, and where used aright, the
sabtrath would result in man's temporal and eternal peace. Man's real neE!ds
are not to bend to that Which was made
for him. But, remember, what the disci. pies did on the sabbath was of yital
necessity. This authorizes work only of
real necessity, not of imaginary wants,
or amusement, or worldlY' employment!
In deciding proper use, one must remember that the remainder of the verse
says that the Son of Man is Lord of
the sabbath. Therefore, He directs the
manner of its observance and not man.
In keeping the sabbath - or in observihg the Lord's Day - Christians
are to· do hcmor to the Lord. That will
hot mean keeping rules, but it will
mean rest and worship an'd spiritual
service in the name of Chri~t. •

National News On
'This Is the Ahswtr'
THE NATION'S two great news services, the Associated Press and the United Press International, have recently made "This Is The Answer" and its
CoiUmission director the subjects of
news stories, distributed among their
nation-wide networks of newspapers.
Both stories resulted from interviews
with Southern Ba];:Jtist Radio and Television Commission director Dr. Paul M.
Stevens, when he was in. Hollywood to
complete filming on the 13 n~w films
for "Televangelism 1959.'' •
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Walter Yeldell Heads
Tri-County Association
TRI-COUNTY Association: Walter
Yeldell, pastor of 1st Church, West
Memphis, was elected moderator of the
Tri-Connty Association at its annual
meeting recently: Other officers elected were: Ed Harvey, pastor of Cherry
Valley Church, assistant moderator; J.
E. Jackson, pastor at Wheatley, clerk;
Nall Brantley, layman of 1st Church,
Forrest City, treasurer. Fred E. Sudduth is missionary,
Last year the churches of this association received a total of 766 members by baptism, ah increase of 37 over
the previous year, ·a nd 768 by letter
for a total of U34.
Total contributions of the churches
of the association through the. Coop-

erative Program was a little less. than
$40,000 and total gifts for all pmposes
was more than $400,000, Moderator
Yeldell reports.
The following churches of Tri-County receive the Arkansas Baptist through
the cbu.rch budget plan: Calvary, West
Memphis; Earle; Ellis Chapel: 1st
Church, Forrest City; Goodwin; Harris Chapel; Marion; 1st, Parkin; and
1st, West Memphis. •
THE STATE Convention of Baptists
in Indiana was organized in Indianapolis recently with 111 aff111ated churches having a total of 21,000 members.
It is the lOth state Baptist convention
co-operating with Southern Baptists to
be established since 1919.

WALTER YELDELL

There's Still Time-

Tri-County Moderator

To take· advantage of the biggest
gift value of the year-BROADMAN COMMENTS and Bible No.
1714C, an $11.00 value for only
$8.95. This extra special combination offer can solve many of your
gift problems.

Illinois Appoints
Special Committees

BROADMAN
COMMENTS, 1959
Two gifted scholars have wl'itt~n Broadman Comments {or 1959. E. F.
Haight writes the "Lesson in the Word" wliich includes complete Bible
passage, lesson outline and lesson discussion of the International Sunday
School Lessons. Duke K. McCall applies the lesson to everyday life in
. . ,
the "Lesson in 'Life."
Bought separately, $2.75

Bible No. 1714C
-Genuine limp-style leather
--Concordanee
--Center-column references
-Size 514 x 78,4 inches;
l-inch thick

-Biblical Atlas
-Family record pages
-Presentation page
Both for only $8.95

Pocket-Size Commental'y fol' Busy People

POINTS FOR EMPHASIS

byOlifton!.Allen

This small commentary on the International Sunday School Lessons
fits easily into the pocket of the busy person who travels. It also makes
95¢
an excellent gift to Sunday school teachers or class members.

Order from your BAPTIST BOOK STORE

WEST FRANKFORT, Ill. -<BP)'~
The Illinois Baptist State Association
in its annual session here established
two new committees. One will plan a 25year advance program for the association and the other will be a public af,fairs committee.
The long-range planning committee
wili consider present needs of state
Baptist agencies and institutions. It
will also consider expansion which may
be needed in the next quarter-.c enturY. .
and recommend goals for the state association to meet in the 25-year perio~
of advance.
·
The present 5-year program of thEl
state association expires next year. •

